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Zsolt Bundik
Photo: Matyas Raim

Thank you for your interest in our Carp-
track Boilie Range! Maybe you heard of us 
through the great success of some of the 
best carp anglers from across Europe!
You bring the main component which is the 
‚feel good factor‘, we provide the rest and 
we won’t disappoint you!

Carp will eat almost everything, howe-
ver there are certain substances that they 
definitely prefer. To figure out which they 
prefer is not done in a few hours, days or 
weeks. Even long-term trials over several 
months will initially only give an indication 
of tendencies. Our development and pro-
duction is based on years of experience 
on the bank. We work in cooperation with 
a selection of highly successful anglers and 
together we have developed the Carptrack 
range. Carptrack is a range of products 
that manages to attract the carp like no 
other product whilst also offering the perfect 
diet for carp. 
No matter if you fish short sessions wit-
hout pre-baiting or longer sessions, Impe-
rial Baits Carptrack products are accepted 
quickly and the carp will continue to feed on 
it in the longer term as well.



Monster‘s Paradise

Explosiv Stickmix

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

• 2kg = 27,90 €
• 5kg = 67,50 €
• 8kg in iBox = 109,90 €

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

• 2kg = 24,90 €
• 5kg = 59,90 €
• 8kg in iBox = 94,90 €

Imperial Baits - Carptrack Boilies

ready
catch2 Launched 11 years ago, and a success story ever since, the unique 

Imperial Baits Carptrack boilies are rolled from the exclusive Carptrack 
Mixes. In addition we use our highly effective flavours, Carptrack liquid, 
Carptrack inL, Carptrack Liquid Amino, Essential Oils as well as NHDC 
Liquid. All for your success when doing what you love most - fishing for carp!

What is special about the Carptrack range
These boilies are an attractor, instant and long-term bait in one. That means for us nutritious 
boilies, produced from different natural and highly attractive ingredients. Our focus is that these 
ingredients partially dissolve and as palatants stimulate the carp taste buds from afar. 
Non taste- or remarkable extensive stabilisation against mould is a given!

Carptrack Boilies stay fresh longer than other boilies
One characteristic of our boilies which is appreciated by many of our customers is the great con-
trol of moisture content. There is hardly any noticeable change to taste and it prevents any mold 
in the premium mix for at least a year. A great benefit is that the boilies won‘t dry out quickly even 
after the bag has been opened. 
This keeps the boilies juicy and tasty for a long time. This is a great advantage for you, meaning 
your bait is always fresh and that is the important thing for you! 

Proteins and other attractors
Carptrack Monster-Liver, Monster‘s Paradise, and Fish are at the top of the list when it comes 
to their protein content. Followed by Carptrack Worm Up Boilies, Elite und Elite Strawberry. To 
balance the lower Amino Acid profile of Osmotic Spice, Explosive Stickmix, Birdfood Banana Boi-
lie and Uncle Bait „The Boilie“, besides using a highly attractive mix, we have also added Liquid 
Amino and the fantastic sweet Carptrack NHDC.

Loaded power
Attractive, water-soluble taste, a multi-layered taste and a complete amino acid profile, generated 
through the protein rich base mixes make the Carptrack Range, which consists of  Additives, Mi-
xes, and Boilies, to the most extraordinary in the current carp sector - for over a decade!

One-Of-A-Kind Catches
From the beginning it was extraordinary what has been caught on this bait. The fantastic feedback 
from you and our teammembers is our motivation to continue doing what we do and how we do it!
Imperial Fishing ...feel good!

Our Big One gallery is waiting for you...!

A soft and gentle bomb untill it hits the water! 
Then it is a firework for the senses! 
There is a reason that this boilie is based on our 
fantastic Carptrack Monster Boilie, but contains 
only half of the Carptrack Powder content, ma-
king it less filling and therefore more versatile and 
easier to handle. It contains 5% Hungarian Pap-
rika, 5% Spanish Pepper (from Haith‘s and much 
hotter that Robin Red), 2% Asian Garlic Powder 
and NHDC – The Original. It is rolled with 7ml/kg 
Carptrack Bloodworm Flavour and 1ml/kg Garlic 
Essential Oil. All together this creates a bombastic 
effect with both immediate and long lasting attrac-
tion and absorbtion.

The strongest Boilie in the world! Available without prescription!

Extra special carp magnets like Carptrack Protein 
concentrate, Fishmeal, Vitamealo, inP, GLM full fat 
blend, Betain, NHDC and Hemp are part of this 
exclusive mix. Spring, Summer, Autumn, or Win-
ter, the Carptrack Explosiv Stickmix Boilie works 
all year around as soon as hitting the water. 
Made with the popular Carptrack Liquid Amino, 
Carptrack NHDC and Carptrack Honey Flavour – 
it’s truly sensational!
Let it explode in combination with the Explosiv 
Stickmix & Ground Bait!

Try it and discover the carp‘s sweet tooth!

Carptrack Monster‘s Paradise Boilies and Carptrack Explosiv 
Stickmix Boilies are also available in a Cold Water Version!
With our Cold Water products we guarantee maximum water 
solubility, especially in cold water conditions from November 
through April. More about that on page 13.
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44 dry & 17 liquid ingredients!

imperial baits

the new Boilie-
DIMENSION!

In total 61 ingredients! Special ingredients: 
• Liquid • Powder • inP • inL • Liquid Amino • GLM full-fat • Shrimps 
• Power Powders • NHDC • Protein- & Squid-Liver Concentrate 
• Linseed Crush • Add Fat • Liver meal • Egg- & Lactalbumin • Garlic 
• Fly Larvae • hungarian paprika • Cayenne Pepper • Roasted Hemp..........

On occasion of the 10th anniversary of Imperial Fishing, Max Nollert and Julian Jurkewitz created 
a completely new boilie dimension! The new Boilie “Carp Total” was not born in 9 months, but 
in ten full years! In absolute calm we developed the 10th Carptrack Boilie that will soon be on 
everybody´s lips - on those of the carp fishers and on those of carp!
For our anniversary the best of 10 years combined in one boilie!
Altogether the new boilie contains 61 ingredients - 44 of them are dry and 17 are liquid!
This is to the best of our knowledge unique on the Boilie market!
The Carptrack „Carp Total!“ consists of a blend (mixture) of all nine Carptrack Boilie mixes in 
exactly equal parts. 44 different, highly attractive, intense and sometimes very water-soluble for-
mulation components form a bait mixture of superlatives! Consisting of Carptrack Additives such 
as Liquid, Powder, inP, inL, Liquid Amino, GLM - fullfat, NHDC - the original and the famous Power 
Powders, the „Carp Total!“ Boilie includes every single component, which has brought us and 
thousands of customers enormous fishing success for over 11 years. 
The boilie is rounded out in total with 17 different Carptrack Flavours, essential oils and liquids 
that form a unique and unprecedented scent and flavour composition - Carptrack in Concert! 
Good luck, max nollert & team

„Carp Total!“ - the new dimension from Imperial Baits!

Tobias Seeber: „first carp 
on „Carp Total!“ 26,5kg, 
PB and lake record!“

61 
Ingredients

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

„Carp Total!“ Boilies
• 2kg = €28,90 
• 5kg = €69,90 
• 8kg in iBox = €114,90

44 dry ingredients!

„Carp Total!“ Boiliemix
2kg = €22,90 •
5kg = €49,90 •

8kg in iBox = €79,90 •

„Carp Total!“ Flying Hookbaits
16mm = €10,90 / 100g*
20mm = €10,90 / 100g*
24mm = €10,90 / 100g*

*Available in the new IB Power 
Tower system = €7,90 / 75g

 „Carp Total!“ Half‘n Half
20mm = €10,90 / 125g*
24mm = €10,90 / 125g*

*Available in the new IB Power 
Tower system = €9,50 / 75g

„Carp Total!“ Amino Dip
150ml = €10,90

„Carp Total!“ Amino Gel
100g = €10,90

„Carp Total!“ Flavour
Dosage: 7-9ml / kg

50ml = €11,90
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imperial baits Worm up!
Range - OUT NOW!
more Worm Up Info - www.my-boilie.com

Special Ingredients • Carptrack inP • Liquid Amino 
• Worm Up Flavour • Oriental Spice E. Oil • Shrimps
• Egg- & Lactalbumin • Linseed Crush • Fly Larvae 
• Protein- & Squid-Liver Concentrate
• Cayenne Pepper • Roasted Hemp

We used the ‘Crowdsourcing Method‘ in the development of the Worm Up Boilies, which was an 
interactive process, where the community could take part and took over 11 months!
See all details at: www.my-boilie.com
The mix is exceptional: Imperial Baits is the first bait manufacturer to use highly attractive fly 
nymphs (Hermetia)! Linseed delivers one of the highest concentrations of Omega 3 fatty acids. 
Fresh shrimp add a slightly salty note and a healthy portion of Cayenne Pepper spices things up 
a little! As a source for Fat/Protein we included roasted crushed hemp and combined all that with 
Lac- & Egg albumin for a solid foundation.
Only short boiling times create a hard Boilie and go easy on the ingredients. 
We enrich the Boilie with 15ml/kg Carptrack Liquid Amino, 8ml/kg Worm Up Flavour and 6ml/kg 
Essential Oil Oriental Spice.

More information about ingredients at www.imperial-fishing.com
Good luck! max nollert

Carptrack Worm Up Range

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Worm Up Boilies
• 2kg = €27.90
• 5kg = €67.50 
• 8kg in iBox = €109.90

Mix it!

Worm Up Half‘n Half
125g - 20mm = €10.90
125g - 24mm = €10.90

Worm Up Flying Hookbaits
100g - 16mm = €9.90
100g - 20mm = €9.90
100g - 24mm = €9.90

Worm Up Amino Dip
150ml = €10.90

Worm Up Amino Gel
100g = €10.90

Worm Up Flavour
Dosage: 7-9ml
50ml = €11.90

Essential Oil Oriental Spice
Dosage: 5-7ml
50ml = €11.90

Worm Up Boiliemix
2kg = €22.90 •
5kg = €49.90 •

8kg in iBox = €79.90 •

See the complete development 
process from the first sketch to 
the complete range at:
www.my-boilie.com

BIG ONES love it hot!
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Carptrack Elite Strawberry Boilies

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Carptrack Fish Boilies

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Carptrack Elite Boilies

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Carptrack Monster-Liver Boilies

Zsolt Bundik
Lac du Der
BIG ONE!

This Carptrack Elite Strawberry Boilie is based on 
Fishmeal, water soluble ingredients like Carptrack 
inP, pure Green Lipped Mussel Extract, Carptrack 
Protein concentrate, as well as the high concen-
trated Strawberry Power Powder. 
It also contains Carptrack NHDC – The Original 
(5ml/kg), Carptrack Liquid Amino (18ml/kg), Carp-
track inL (18ml/kg) and Carptrack Elite Strawberry 
Flavour (5ml/kg) – a treasure in its purest form. 
This Boilie can be used in every water at all 
times with maximum success!

Using three different intensive LT-fishmeals, Ro-
bin Red, Super Red (Original Haith’s), as well as 
water soluble Protein Concentrate make this mix 
to one of the most attractive Fishbaits currently on 
the market. 
Its pulling-power on carp is truly exceptional. 
The Carptrack Fish Boilie is produced with Liquid 
Amino (12ml/kg), our original Indian Essential Oil 
Black Pepper (3ml/kg) and Fish Flavour (6ml/kg). 
Perfect for all types of water.  
A classic boilie from the first hour of Imperial Baits!

Challenging conditions on the water require spe-
cial baits. Especially busy hot spots, frequented by 
a lot of different anglers, this is when you want an 
exclusive mix that temps the carp to bite again.
The Carptrack Elite Boilie contains inL (12ml/
kg), NHDC (3,5/kg), Elite Flavour (5ml/kg), Liquid 
Amino (12ml/kg) and Essential Oil Black Pepper 
(1,5ml/kg).
The Elite Boilie will become your best mate on 
the hunt for very big carp, especially in tricky 
and difficult conditions!

Back in 2007, we decided to offer what many 
people called ‘The Most Successful Mix Of All 
Time‘ also as a Boilie. 
It contains 50% of each Carptrack Monster and 
Liver Mix, as well as Carptrack Liquid (18ml/kg),  
Carptrack Monster Flavour (5ml/kg) and Carptrack 
Frankfurter Sausage Flavour (4ml/kg).
The success has been and is legendary! 
Hundreds of carp over 60lb, 70lb, 80lb and even 
90lb have been caught on this big carp magnet!
It is also available as a Cold Water Boilie.

2kg = €27.90 • 5kg = €67.50 • 8kg in iBox = €109.90

2kg = €25.90 • 5kg = €62.50 • 8kg in iBox = €99.90

2kg = €30.90 • 5kg = €74.90 • 8kg in iBox = €119.90

2kg = €24.90 • 5kg = €59.90 • 8kg in iBox = €94.90

Also available as Coldwater Boilies!
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Carptrack Birdfood Banana Boilies

Carptrack Osmotic Spice Boilies

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm,

moist

max nollert

Ø 16mm, 20mm, 24mm

Carptrack Cold Water Boilies

11. February 2014 - Damien Simonelli
30,5kg Saint Cassien giant!
Monster-Liver Cold Water Boilies
+ Liquid, Powder, inP, inL

Using highly attractive and water soluble ingre-
dients as well as a special formula (fiber network), 
that allows the attractors to be released from in-
side the bait, this mix has from the very first minute 
a guarantee for fish in all conditions without 
prebaiting! Produced with the special Osmotic 
Spice Flavour (8ml/kg), Osmotic Spice Power 
Powder (1g/kg) as well as Liquid AMINO (18ml/
kg) & NHDC (7ml/kg). This one is also very suc-
cessful in winter months. Highly recommended 
for reservoirs and gravel pits.
2kg = €25.90• 5kg = €62.50 • 8kg in iBox = €99.90

Nearly 100% water soluble Lamb‘s Milk, Carptrack 
NHDC (6ml/kg), Liquid Amino (12ml/kg) and pro-
bably the best Banana Aroma (8ml/kg) on the mar-
ket give this Boilie a very distinctive and intensive 
scent and taste. No matter if you are fishing short 
or long sessions, these boilies are always a source 
of important energy for carp. 
They are very effective with experienced carp and 
are also successfully used on rivers. 
Team angler Tomas Blazek swears by it for 
fishing Lac de Saint Cassien.
2kg = €24.90 • 5kg = €59.90 • 8kg in iBox = €94.90

Cold water but you still land the big ones!
The 5 most important rules to guarantee success:
1. Don’t overfeed! Fish digest food in cold environments very  
    slowly (poikilothermic coldblooded animals). 
    Feed little and often small portions!
2. From October onwards take note of where the carp are hold-
    up as this is likely to be close to their winter quarters.
3. Look for deep water or holes in which the water-flow is reduced  
    and where the water temperature is 4 centigrade in the dead of 
    winter! Water always freezes from the surface down to the 
    bottom where you find the warmest temperature.
4. Carp tend not to move far in the winter time. If your swim isn’t 
    productive, find another one and keep changing till you have 
    the first fish contact.
5. Feeding periods of carp in winter are often short. 
    Low pressure conditions are often the most successful.

Carptrack Cold Water Boilies have been specifically developed for fishing between the 
months from November through April, with colder water temperatures below 12°C. 
The ingredients in the Boilie Mix are the same, but we have increased the amount of water soluble 
components. This makes the Boilie easier to break down and the exchange of attractors is instant. 
Our team anglers and customers place great trust in our Cold Water Boilies and they have proven 
successful in the most extreme conditions, even in frozen lakes.

The following products are available as Cold water Mix and Boilies in 16 and 20 mm:
Cold Water Monster‘s Paradise Cold Water Explosiv Stickmix  
Cold Water Monster-Liver

Carp fishing isn’t the most important thing in life, 
but according to many the greatest!
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Carptrack Big Balls for Big Ones

ready
catch2 For the successful selection of big carp!

Are you fed up with catching bream, roach, tench and other 
silver fishes? 
Try Carptrack Big Balls as your hookbait! 
A ‘must have‘ for every bait bag!
With a diameter of 24mm they will stop playing with the bait 
because of the basic hardness. 
They are also very resistant against crayfish attack. 
Available in a handy 300g tin.

The variety     Quantity    Size mm      Price in €
„Carp Total!“     300g      24               8,50
Worm Up     300g      24               7,90
Monster‘s Paradise    300g      24               7,90
Monster-Liver     300g      24               6,90
Elite      300g      24               8,90
Fish      300g      24               6,90
Elite Strawberry     300g      24               7,90
Osmotic Spice     300g      24               6,90
Explosiv Stickmix     300g      24               6,90
Banana      300g      24               6,90

24 Ø 
for Big Ones!

 Imperial Baits Ladies Team
Claudia Darga Selina Kürner

Elena Antoniucci

Isabell Zeinert
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Qty  Size mm      Price in €
1kg   16                  9,99
1kg   20                  9,99
5kg + GEL 16                  49,00
5kg + GEL 20                  49,00

Uncle Bait „The Boilie“
Catch fish like crazy! sweety

fruity
creamy
crispy
CATCHY!
100%

Uncle Bait – “The Boile”
Catch fish like crazy!

Created by Imperial Baits

“The Boilie” is sweet and amazingly tasty. “The Boilie” will 
rob you of your senses. Beside a lot of very tasty ingredients 
“The Boilie” is produced with Lactalbumin and Eggalbumin 
- never expected in this price class of baits! Due to that, “The 
Boilie” is hard and resists against crayfish and whitefish at-
tacks much longer than others. “The Boilie” is 100% round 
and ideal for the throwing stick! “The Boilie” is perfectly vi-
sible for carp! 
Carp love “The Boilie” - you`ll love it too!

Uncle Bait „The Boilie“
NEW: 

„The Half‘n Half“

Uncle Bait „The Amino Gel“
Content: 30g - Price: €6,90

„The Amino Gel“ FOR FREE 

in each 5kg  Bag (16 & 20mm)

Uncle Bait „The Amino Dip“
Content: 50ml - Price: €6,90

Uncle Bait „The Pop Up“
16 and 20mm

Content: 65g - Price: €6,90

Uncle Bait „The Half‘n Half“
16 and 20mm

Content: 75g - Price: €7,90
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Imperial Baits - Carptrack Mixe

ready
roll2

Monster‘s Paradise

Explosiv Stickmix

Developed by Max Nollert and his team, complete and selective! 
A revolution in regards to attraction and diet and most importantly wa-
ter solibility! The Carptrack mixtures are a result of intensive studies in 
search of the ULTIMATE BAIT for professional carpfishing. Made of top 
quality ingredients, the boilie mixes guarantee round, solid boilies always 
containing Lactalbumin and Eggalbumin with the highest efficiency factor 
for maximum success. The Carptrack formula has a fan base that spans 
Europe and has been effective for more than ten years!

A soft and gentle bomb, untill it hits the water! 
Then it’s a firework of the senses! 
There is reason that this boilie mix is the base to 
our fantastic Carptrack Monster mix, but contains 
only half of the Carptrack Powder content, making 
it less filling and therefore more versatile and ea-
sier to handle.
It contains 5% Hungarian Paprika, 5% Spanish 
Pepper for sure (from Haith‘s and much hotter than 
Robin Red), 2% Asian garlic Powder and NHDC 
– The Original. It should be rolled with 5-7ml/kg 
Carptrack Bloodworm Flavour and 1ml/kg garlic 
Essential Oil. Together that creates a bombastic 
effect regarding immediate and long lasting attrac-
tion and absorbtion.

Extra special carp magnets like Carptrack Protein-
konzentrat, Fishmeal, Vitamealo, inP, GLM full fat 
blend, Betain, NHDC and Hemp are part of this ex-
clusive mix. 
Spring, Summer, Autumn, or Winter, the Carptrack 
explosive Stickmix Boilie works all year around as 
soon as hitting the water.
Suitable for the use with PVA sticks, as well as 
loose balls. Can even be rolled into a Boilie. 
The dissolve time is between the Cold Water Boilies 
and the regular Carptrack Boilies. As it is so versatile 
it should always be a part of your bait choices. We roll 
it with the popular Carptrack Liquid Amino, Carptrack 
NHDC and the Carptrack Honey Flavour. 

• 2kg = €22.90
• 5kg = €49.90
• 8kg in iBox = €79.90

2kg = €16.90 • 5kg = €39.90 • 8kg in iBox = €59.90

Can also be enriched with other Carptrack Additives

moist

dry

moist

dry

The strongest Boilie in the world! Avaiable without prescription!
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Carptrack Elite Strawberry Mix

Carptrack Fish Mix

Carptrack Elite Mix

Carptrack Monster-Liver Mix

Info Cold Water Mixes

ICE COLD
3. January 2014 - Andreas Stark
Monster-Liver Cold Water Boilies
+ Carptrack Amino Pellets 4 mm

Winter successes with Carptrack Cold 
Water Boilies from Daniel Trinkl, Patrick 
Härer, Selina Kürner and Andreas Stark:

This Carptrack Elite Strawberry Mix is based on 
Fishmeal, water soluble ingredients like Carptrack 
inP, pure Green Lipped Mussel Extract, Carptrack 
Protein concentrate, as well as the high concentra-
ted Strawberry Power Powder, only 0.15%!
We recommend to roll it with Carptrack NHDC – 
The Original (5ml/kg), Carptrack Liquid Amino 
(18ml/kg), Carptrack inL (18ml/kg) and Carptrack 
Elite Strawberry Flavour (5ml/kg) – a treasure in 
its purest form. The ready Boilie can be used in 
every water at all times with maximum success!
2kg = €22.90 • 5kg = €49.90 • 8kg in iBox = €79.90

Using three different intensive LT-fishmeals, 
Robin Red, Super Red (Original Haith’s), as well 
as water soluble Protein Concentrate make this 
boilie mix to one of the most attractive fish mixes 
currently on the market. 
It’s pulling-power on carp is truly exceptional. 
The Carptrack Fish Mix should be rolled with 
Liquid Amino (12ml/kg), our original Indian Essen-
tial Oil Black Pepper (3ml/kg) and Fish Flavour 
(6ml/kg). Perfect for all types of water.  
Our Best Seller since the beginning in 2004!
2kg = €19.90 • 5kg = €42.90 • 8kg in iBox = €67.50

Challenging conditions on the water require spe-
cial mixes. Especially busy hot spots, frequented 
by a lot of different anglers, this is when you want 
an exclusive mix that temps the carp to bite again.
The Carptrack Elite Mix is based on Carptrack 
Fishmeal. We use water soluble attractants like 
Carptrack inP (6%) and pure Green Lipped Mussel 
Powder (3%)!
Another important part in this mix is the special 
water soluble protein concentrate.
This Mix will become your best mate!
2kg = €25.90 • 5kg = €59.90 • 8kg in iBox = €94.90

2kg = €16.90 • 5kg = €39.90 • 8kg in iBox = €59.90

The wait has an end. The combination that has 
been mixed by thousands of anglers themselves 
is now available as ready Carptrack Mix. 
It contains half of each Carptrack Monster and Liver 
Mix. Recommended to roll with Carptrack Liquid 
(18ml/kg),  Carptrack Monster Flavour (5ml/kg) and 
Carptrack Frankfurter Sausage Flavour (4ml/kg).
The success has been, and is legendary! 
Hundreds of carp over 60lb, 70lb, 80lb and even 
90lb have been caught on this big carp magnet! 
Is also available as a Cold Water Mix.

Also available as Cold Water Mix!

We focus with our Cold Water Range on maxi-
mum water solubility, especially in cold water. 

Cold Water Boilies are solubilising as fast in cold 
water as usual boilies in the warm summer time!   

   From October till April! 
Many ice- and snow carp have been 

caught on these cold water 
products! Give it a try!
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Carptrack Osmotic Spice Mix

Carptrack Birdfood Banana Mix

Recipes

Imperial Baits iBox & iBox the Big One

Using highly attractive and water soluble flours 
as well as a special formula (fiber network), that 
allows the attractors to be released from inside 
the bait, this mix has from the very first minute a 
guarantee for fish in all conditions without pre-
baiting! Should be rolled with the special Osmotic 
Spice Flavour (8ml/kg), Osmotic Spice Power 
Powder (1g/kg) as well as Liquid AMINO (18ml/
kg) & NHDC (7ml/kg). The ready rolled boilie is 
also very successful in winter months. Highly 
recommended for reservoirs and gravel pits.
2kg = €19.90 • 5kg = €42.90 • 8kg = €67.50

10% Lamb‘s Milk as well as specially manufactured 
banana powder (Power Powder) make this a true de-
licasy, not only for carp. 
Inside is 30% Birdfood Witte Molen, as well as lambs 
milk, the premium and most water soluble form from 
‘Vitamealo‘. Enriched with minerals and vitamins, this 
mix also contains pulverized NHDC!
Roll your Carptrack Banana Mix with Carptrack 
NHDC (6ml/kg), Liquid Amino (12mg/kg) and the 
best IB Banana-Aroma (8ml/kg). Tomas Blazek 
swears by it for fishing Lac de Saint Cassien.
2kg = €16.90 • 5kg = €39.90 • 8kg = €59.90

iBox 12,5 Litre & iBox the Big One 30 Litre
Our iBoxes are practical and versatile. The seal makes them almost completely water and odor 
tight. Store dry clothes, food, carp sacks or bait in your iBox.
Made of nylon reinforced plastic, they are very sturdy and you can even freeze them.
Perfect use of space, as you can easily stack them. 
The special extra on the iBox 30 Litre is an internal compartment (holds 7 liters), which can be used 
to store Carptrack Additives or to mix Stick/Method Mix. Delivered with metal handel.
iBox 12,5 Litre   iBox the Big One 30 Litre
Quantity 1-2 = €8.90 / unit  Quantity 1-2 = €19.90 / unit
Quantity 3-5 = €7.90 / unit  Quantity 3 = €49.90
Quantity 6-7 = €6.90 / unit
Quantity 8 or more = €5.90 / unit

can be found on each of the Boilie- and Mix Descriptions!
The original Carptrack recipes

iBox the Big One inclusive 
practical internal compartment. 
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Carptrack Squid/Liver flour

*

*
Carptrack Add Fat

*

Carptrack V-Pops

Characteristics of this hook bait:
• Hard and solid
• Long buoyancy, even at great depths
• Highly visible due to special luminous colours
How to use:
• Use the natural curiosity of the carp. Fish V-Pops over the 
  feeding area or as a Single Hook Bait.
• Enormous number of catches from clear and semi murky waters  
  speak for themselves...
• Pimp neutral V-Pops as you wish too. 
  The Carptrack Amino Dips with their adhesive strength, 
  Amino Gels and Flavours work very well for this.
• Try fishing pressured venues even without added flavours!
Ø 10mm (40g) = €9,90
Ø 16mm (100g), 20mm (100g), 24mm (100g) = €9,90

ready2fly

yellow  -  orange  -  red  -  white  -  pink 

Ø 10mm, 16mm, 

20mm, 24mm

New: 
Colour green!

NEW!

Fat is the number one flavour enhancer.
Add Fat is based on a special meat meal and 
contains flavouring substances as enhancer for a 
strong and distinctive meat taste. 
Make your Boilie or Stickmix round with Add 
Fat and intensify their taste. 
In addition fat is an important energy source and 
bears the vitamins A, D and E. 
We suggest a dosage of 5 to 25% in the boilie mix. 
Catch more carp with Carptrack Add Fat and 
make them crazy for your carp food.
1kg = €6.90 • 3kg = €16.90 • 10kg* = €59.90

The Carptrack Squid/Liver flour contains a high 
concentration of Free Amino Acids. This Boilie in-
gredient is very attractive and water soluble (Pa-
latant) and is normally used as 10% - 25% of a 
Boilie Mix. 
This improves even the most basic home-
grown mix massively.
The concentrate is very intense in taste and gives 
your recipe huge pulling-power in all conditions. 
Up to 50%! in a mix has been successfully tested.
Also very effective as an after Bait-Pimp!

High protein concentrate whilst being perfectly di-
gestible, low ash content, high in water soluble pro-
teins, excellent binding properties make it perfect 
for Boilie production. 
Highly stimulating for carp and also other spe-
cies. Use 5% - 10% Carptrack Protein Concentrate 
in your Boilie Mix.
Carptrack Protein Concentrate is an important in-
gredient in all Carptrack Mixes. The results are truly 
remarkable.
Also very effective as an after Bait-Pimp!
1kg = €6.90 • 2,5kg = €15.90 • 10kg* = €59.90

delivered in iBox the Big One!

delivered in iBox the Big One!

1kg = €12.50 • 2,5kg = €29.90 • 10kg* = €119.90

delivered in iBox the Big One!

Carptrack Protein concentrate
did you paste?
did you paste?
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ready2fly
Carptrack Flying Hookbaits

fly high!

Carptrack Flying Hook Baits are made of 65% of the individual 
original Carptrack Mix, which is pretty special! 
Flying Hook Baits give you a noticeable and highly attractive 
bait presentation in all conditions.

The variety     Quantity     Size mm      Price in €
„Carp Total!“     100g      16, 20, 24        10,90
Worm Up     100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Monster‘s Paradise    100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Monster-Liver     100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Elite      100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Fish      100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Elite Strawberry     100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Osmotic Spice     100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Explosiv Stickmix     100g      16, 20, 24        9,90
Banana      100g      16, 20, 24        9,90

Carptrack Half‘n Halfs

ready2flyCarptrack Half’n Halfs combine both the visual and flavourful 
appeal in a very special way. Being produced half from V-Pop 
white and half from an original Carptrack Sinker Mix keeps them 
powerful tasty and attractive! 
They last as hookbaits much longer than two cut halves. 
Another great advantage is the perfect balance of the bait by 
putting small lead to the boilie hair. The carp hardly notices it by 
its weight which makes it easier to be sucked in. 
Success all across Europe prove the quality of this bait.

The variety     Quantity    Size mm      Price in €
„Carp Total!“     125g      16, 20            11,90
Worm Up     125g      16, 20            10,90
Monster‘s Paradise    125g      16, 20            10,90
Monster-Liver     125g      16, 20              9,90
Elite      125g      16, 20            10,90
Fish      125g      16, 20            10,90
Elite Strawberry     125g      16, 20            10,90
Osmotic Spice     125g      16, 20            10,90
Explosiv Stickmix     125g      16, 20              9,90
Banana      125g      16, 20              9,90

stay together!
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Easy to handle, easy to use:
- Related cans with threads on both sides.

- The top can always form the lid of the bottom.

- Clear and convienient storage of various products.

- Excellent storage of small parts.

- Also provided for food: tea, soup powder, sugar, salt, etc.

- Light-proof boxes, but visibility of the contents.

We hope that everyone enjoys finding 
their own way to put the 
IB Power Tower to use.

NEW: IB Power Tower System

Products in the IB Power Tower System Boxes:
IB Carptrack Half‘n Half Hookbaits (all grades - 16 and 20mm) = €9,50 / 75g
IB Carptrack Flying Hookbaits (all grades - 16 and 20mm) = €7,90 / 65g
IB Carptrack V-Pops (all colours - 16 and 20mm) = €7,90 / 60g

 NEW: IB Power Tower System Sets

The IB Power Tower System allows each fisherman to combine his personal 
« IB Power Tower » with exactly those products he needs for his fishing session.

„6 Winners“ - Flying Hookbaits & V-Pops. Free selection.
Choose between 6 different IB Carptrack Flying Hookbaits 
or V-Pops in the handy IB Power Tower System Boxes. 
You can choose freely between the different sorts, sizes 
and colours of the Pop Ups. We deliver each six IB Power 
Tower System with two covers. So you can leave the pro-
ducts you do not need at home and the other part finds its 
way in your fishing bag. 
„6 Winners“ = €39,90 instead of €47,40

„5 Winners“ - Half n Half. Free selection.
Choose between 5 different IB Carptrack Half‘n Halfs in 
the handy IB Power Tower System Boxes. You can choose 
freely between the different sorts and sizes of the Pop Ups. 
We deliver each five IB Power Tower System with two co-
vers. So you can leave the products you do not need at 
home and the other part finds its way in your fishing bag. 
„5 Winners“ = €39,90 instead of €49,50

Single box, single cover, system of 3 boxes - empty
Your products are always well organised, no matter where 
you are: in your basement, tent, boat etc. 
The IB Power Tower Boxes are also perfectly appropriate 
to put away your rigs, swivel, leader material and CO.
Single box (empty) = €2,00
Single cover = €0,50
Single box + cover (empty) = €2,50 
System of 3 IB Power Tower + cover (empty) = €6,90
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Carptrack Amino Gels

How to use: Attach your bait to your hook or hair. 
Wet it either by dipping it into water or even better in Liquid Amino.
Put it into the Amino Gel, put the lid on and shake it. Dip it once 
more in the liquid to fix the powder. Ready to catch!

The variety     Quantity    Price in €
„Carp Total!“     100g      10,90
Worm Up     100g      10,90
Monster‘s Paradise    100g      10,90
Monster-Liver     100g        9,90
Elite      100g      
Fish      100g      10,90
Elite Strawberry     100g      10,90
Osmotic Spice     100g      10,90
Explosiv Stickmix     100g        9,90
Banana      100g        9,90
Tutti Frutti     100g        9,90
Scopex       100g        9,90
Peanut       100g        9,90

Carptrack Amino Gels contain i.a.:
Carptrack NHDC, Carptrack Liquid Amino, Carptrack Flavour, 
Carptrack GLM full fat, Carptrack inP and Carptrack Powder

G
el

 it
...

11,50

Carptrack Amino Dips

How to use: Soak your hookbaits in one of our Amino Dips. By 
doing this you massively improve the attraction of your Boilie – 
especially useful for short sessions! 
The boilies can remain for months in the dip and will not become 
soft. The carp will quickly find the hookbait!

The variety    Quantity    Price in €
„Carp Total!“     150g      12,90
Worm Up     150g      10,90
Monster‘s Paradise    150g      10,90
Monster-Liver     150g        9,90
Elite      150g      
Fish      150g      10,90
Elite Strawberry     150g      10,90
Osmotic Spice     150g      10,90
Explosiv Stickmix     150g        9,90
Banana      150g        9,90
Tutti Frutti     150g        9,90
Scopex       150g        9,90
Peanut       150g        9,90

Carptrack Amino Dips contain i.a.:
Carptrack NHDC, Carptrack Liquid Amino, Carptrack Flavour, 
Carptrack GLM fullfat, Carptrack Liquid and Carptrack inL

11,50

Amino Dip
after 1 hour

Dipped shortly
is hip today!

With adhesive formula!
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imperial baits Amino Gel 
Wonderball

2.

3.

It was IB team member Stefan Istas who 
came up in early 2013 with the fabulous 
idea to combine the different Carptrack Ami-
no Gel varieties on one single hook bait. The 
variations are limitless! Play with the diffe-
rent colours and smells of the Amino Gels 
and make your boilie to a ...
Carptrack „WONDERBALL“
In this example, we show our recommen-
dation for Uncle Bait „The boilie“!
„WONDERBALL“ ingredients:
• IB Carptrack Uncle Bait „The Boilie“
• IB Carptrack Amino Gel Elite Strawberry
• IB Carptrack Amino Gel Cream/Scopex

1.

Wonderball with      Uncle Bait Pimp

4.

1. Dip your hook bait completely into the 
water. Whether boilies, pellets, particles, 
etc. is irrelevant. 
2. Shake the Amino Gel cans well before 
use and then dip the bait halfway into the 
first variety Carptrack Amino Gel. 
3. Now poke the other side of your bait 
with the boilie needle and dip the still wet 
side in the second selected Carptrack 
Amino Gel variation.
4. The bait should now be taken to your 
boilie hair and can then be re-dipped into 
the water to fix the Amino Gel.
Conclusion: 
Visual stimulation through colour con-
trast / „The boilie“ shines through the 
crystal clear Amino Gel Cream / Scopex 
in its original colour!

Uncle Bait Pimp

The Amino Gel Elite Strawberry 
contrast bright red!

The Amino Gel Cream/Scopex is 
nearly invisible in water!

imperial baits
THE ART OF

BAIT
Inken Jachwitz

Banana +
Monster‘s Paradise 

Amino Gel Wonderballs
Fish +

Worm Up 
Elite Strawberry +
Explosiv Stickmix

2.1. 3.

1. Dip the bait for 
1 sec. in Amino Dip

2. Shake the bait 
in Amino Gel

3. Fix the Gel with
Amino Dip for 1 sec.

The ATTRACTION
under Water - WOW!

Amino Dip & Gel - The Explosion
Explode your bait under the water. Literally! With this combination from Carptrack 
Amino Dip and Amino Gel you set the focus of the carp in the strongest
way to the hook bait!

„Give me 4“ - Dips & Gels
Fill the Box according to your taste!
4 x Dip / Gel at a special price = €29,90

Do it 

yourself!
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Elite Strawberry 
Amino Gel

Monster‘s Paradise
Amino Gel in Action
- last up to 12 hours
- the taste will even
stay for much longer!

Andreas Stark - 35,2kg
Elite Strawberry 
+ Amino Gel

different 
Amino Gels
on their work

Quickly dipped
Clean fingers but 

anyhow stinky bait!

IB Carp Lady 
Elena Antoniucci

IB Lady Claudia Darga 
used Amino Gel and Dip to 
land this big Autumn carp 

on a big natural lake.

Especially in winter, the attrac-
tiveness of the hookbait plays 
a crucial role!

Damien Simonelli with 
Amino Gel and Dip to the 
biggest common carp of 
the Lac de Saint Cassien!
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max nollert

25kg
River Carp

Imperial Baits - Pimp my Baits!
Dear carp angler,
with a wide range of Carptrack Additives and Ingredients we offer you a comprehensive 
repertoire to get maximum success in every situation on your hunt for big Carp.
The following sites introduces our products, how to use them and the possibilities they
offer with maximum attraction from day one, even without pre-baiting.
We get feedback from our team anglers around Europe and pass it on to you.
Imperial Baits wishes you great success on the water and is happy to share decades 
of knowledge and experience with you!

sprinkled bait

Andreas Stark with BIG 
ONE on CT Additives

30-50% attractors
balance with soil 
or sand

PimpPimp
mymyBaitsBaits

Where to use it:
The Carptrack Additives can either be used to enhance the Boilie Mixes or sprinkled on 
boilies afterwards, which we would like to focus on the following sites.
Refining your carp bait, no matter if Pellets, Particles, Boilies, Ground Bait or Stickmix, 
is of great advantage in every situation and condition while carp fishing.
Especially when the fishing pressure is high or during very quiet times when nothing is 
happening it’s even more important to introduce an attractive bait to present the carp 
with a feeding trail that he won’t be able to resist and which will trigger his appetite.

Mix Carptrack Add Fat, Squid Liver and Protein 
Concentrate with soil or sand. This creates a highly 
attractive cloud underwater.
You can add further additives like inL / inP or GLM 
Full-Fat blend for an even higher attraction of the 
combination.

The Soil/Sand Tip

Success Pimp per kg of bait: 10g inP, 10g Powder, 5g GLM, 10ml inL, 10ml 
Liquid, 10ml Liquid Amino – powder first, then shake it followed by liquid.

NEW as Amino Complex Liquid & 
Amino Complex Powder (page 48)
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Imperial Baits - Carptrack Additives

ready
catch2

29,90 Euro
29,90 Euro

The Classics:

Carptrack inL + inP 

+ Powder + Liquid

NHDC – The Original is only available from Imperial Baits!
Imperial Baits, your only source for the original NHDC.
Try it for yourself, compare and you will see the difference!
More sweet, more powerful, more amazing. Never bitter!
Tasty flavours
The flavours used in the Carptrack Range are very intense. Their taste is 
unmatched and they are highly resistant to boiling. They are the perfect 
symbiosis with the ingredients used in the different Carptrack base mixes.

Carptrack Additives are incredibly easy to use for the production of boilies as 
well as with ready made boilies or other carp food.
One or alternatively several Carptrack powder Additives will be „fixed“ at the 
application from the outside of bait with Carptrack Liquid, Carptrack inL or Li-
quid Amino. Because they are concentrated, we advise not to use more than 
the recommended dose. The products are very efficient and increase your 
chances of catching tremendously, as thousands of success stories around 
Europe prove.

Big Ones 79,90 Euro

Big Ones 79,90 Euro 

enough for
30-50kg Baits

      for over 100kg 

          
          

    Baits

Freshly sprinkled boilies

dry them for 2-3 hours

Carptrack Liquid, Powder and „LP Paste“

Carptrack Liquid and CT Powder 
The special Liquid & Powder have an enormous attraction to carp. 
They are natural based products.
The systematic addition of L-Amino Acids, as well as the following Mail-
lard Reaction make this product one of the best attractors for carp. Use 
Liquid and Powder together to combine their individual great effects 
in combination. Make the irresistible Carptrack Paste with Carptrack 
Liquid and Powder. Enhance the taste and make it more individual with 
one of the different, efficient Carptrack Power Powders. 
You can find more tips and tricks on how to pimp your bait on the 
following catalogue pages.

Carptrack Powder
Dosage Powder: up to 25g/kg
100g = €7.90 • The Big One 400g = €22.90 • Mega One 1kg = €39.90
Carptrack Liquid
Dosage Liquid: up to 30ml/kg
300ml = €9.90 • The Big One 1000ml = €24.90

IB Carptrack Liquid-Powder Paste (ready in the tin)
The time has come: the as extremely catchy known Carptrack Liquid-
Powder paste is from now on available ready from the can.
Max Nollert: „As a carp angler there is a life before and after the first time 
with Liquid Powder Paste! Test the paste now and your fishing day will no 
longer be the same!“

THIS HAS NOW AN END - for all of us!
       180g Liquid-Powder Paste ready to use in a tin = €10,90
      Contains: 130g CT Powder, 50ml CT Liquid

Tips for
application
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Dissolve time 10-50 hours!

LP Paste, how it works:

Additional Tip: Prepare the paste in a small 
plastic bag containing 50g-100g. Knead the paste 
from the outisde of the bag to keep your fingers 
clean. Or buy the paste ready to use in the can.

Note: min. hair distance 2cm
because the LPP grows up!

Brad Smudzinski - 
Liquid Powder 

Paste!

Tip for dough or taste for paste?

The Liquid-Powder Paste test in the water glass:
1. After 1 hour: The paste is soft and very slimy. The colour is brighter.
The water is already clouded and smells strongly like Powder. In addition, the paste increases in 
volume slighty. Therefore be prepared that your boiliehair is not too short!
2. After 12 hours: The Liquid-Powder Paste has become much softer, but it still holds strong on 
the Bait. The water is heavily clouded, it has increased significantly.
3. After 16 hours: When breaking the Liquid-Powder Paste it is clearly visible that the boilie in 
the inside also had contact with the water and is already moist.
Conclusion: The paste keeps for a long time on the bait and still has a strong, intensive smell 
after 12 hours in the water. The life of the boilie is significantly increased by the paste. The at-
traction of the bait is maintained for days!

Powder Liquid

7 Parts Powder + 1 Part Liquid
= Liquid-Powder Paste

Mix 1 part Carptrack Liquid and 7 parts Carptrack Powder and you will get an irresistible 
paste which is similar to a chewing gum. Use it to coat your Hookbaits or Boilies!
Prepare the bait before you go fishing and keep the ready coated hookbaits in a bag or 
tub, there they stay fresh for weeks! Or mix it on the bank when you are fishing...
The paste has a very intense smell and keeps emitting attraction for 10 to 50 hours 
(depending on the water conditions). This special attraction can‘t be achieved by any 
boilie of the world!
If you are looking for the ultimate attraction then you should give Carptrack Li-
quid and Powder Paste a try! We are sure it will delight you!

Every Imperial Fishing Team member, 
as well as many professional carp 
anglers across europe, swear by that 
Carptrack „Wonderpaste“! 

1 2 3
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The advantages 

at a glance

Less food necessary, as each bait gives more attraction

Less likely to overfeed

Nevertheless immediate and long-lasting attraction in the water

With less food the fish is faster on the hook bait

Liquid Amino

Stefan Fiedel

with 31kg

Which Carptrack Additives are most suitable for which boilie type?
We seperate our boilies into two categories. Stinkers and Yummies:

Worm Up • Monster‘s Paradise
Elite • Monster/Liver • Fish

Uncle Bait • Explosiv Stickmix • Elite Strawberry 
Osmotic Spice • Birdfood Banana

The „Hotmaker“ basic rules

Marco Bertaglia
loves the IB Yummys!

Their strong taste and smell make Carp-
track Liquid and Carptrack Powder the 
perfect additions to stinky boilies. 
Both components stick very well to the 
Boilie and work for a long time under the 
water. Remember when you are sprinkling 
your Boilie to use the powder first then 
after shaking well, add the liquid. 
This guarantees the perfect distribution.

The intense aroma of Carptrack inL and 
inP doesn’t remind you of tasty strawber-
ries or bananas, but together these additives 
create an attractive combination with our 
Yummies. These highly water soluble com-
ponents work even in waters that normally 
don’t respond to stinkers at all. Especially in 
winter time you should be working with inL 
and inP, obviously also on the Stinkers.

A very special 
taste!

Carptrack Liquid Amino has a rather explosive taste, but with a soft aroma.
A lot of carp anglers like using it in combination with Carptrack inP or Carptrack Powder 
to sprinkle their boilies afterwards. It creates for Stinkers and Yummies a perfect addi-
tional note and is exceptionally stimulating for the carp.
Also in combination with our Power Powders or in connection with the different Amino 
Gels- a blast! Feel free to experiment! With our Additives you can not go wrong!

Dry and perfect for the throwing stick
All Carptrack Additive sprinkled boilies can 
be used with a throwing stick. Just make 
sure the Additives have been soaked in 
long enough and slightly dried. Depending 
on the dosage that only takes a few hours.
Let it fly and get the Big One out!
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Carptrack Additives Carptrack Additives

Po
wer

 Po
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r

PIMP IT!

Carptrack Power Powders – Incredibly strong taste, an extremely 
intensive smell, high concentration - dosage: 1g per kg!
Power Powders - now also available in 25g
Carptrack Pocket Power Powder 25g = €6,50
Carptrack Power Powder 100g = €14,90
Power Powder Sorts:
Elite Strawberry
Cream/Scopex
Osmotic Spice
Tutti Frutti
Banana

Carptrack inP and inL are water soluble enhancers in powder and liquid 
form, which signal food to the carp in a natural way through Lecithin, Yeast 
and Liver. Recommended to be used in your boilie mix or sprinkled onto the 
outside of Boilies, Pellets, Particles, Stickmix. A true carp magnet! 
Max Nollert and René Rex have already been fishing these great products 
from the year 2000 on with well known great success.
Carptrack inP
Dosage: In the mix or to be sprinkle onto the outside 20-40g/kg
150g = €10.90 • The Big One 500g = €24.90 • Mega One 1kg = €45.00
Carptrack inL
Dosage: In the mix or to be sprinkled onto the outside 20-40ml/kg
Tub 300ml = €8.90 • The Big One 1000ml = €22.90

Carptrack Liquid Amino triggers a strong feeding impulse in carp.
Ingredients: Dissolved Betaine (N-Trimethylglycine), L-Methionine, L-Cy-
steine, L-Alanine, L-Arginine, L-Proline, L-Tryptophan, Vitamin B6, Protein, 
Carbohydrates. Especially Bernard Hesse contributed to the development. 
He has been using these ingredients for over 18 years. In some of his most 
recent catches the addition of Liquid Amino has played a big part.
Dosage: In the mix or sprinkled onto the outside up to 20-40ml/kg
Tub 300ml = €11.90 • The Big One 1000ml = €24.90

Carptrack NHDC the original (Neo Hesperidin Dihydro Chalcone) is 1800 
times sweeter than sugar without being bitter. The taste is so unique, ma-
king it instantly recognisable for you and the carp. One of the best carp-
magnets around. Use it for your own Boilie production and/or externally 
for example with Carptrack Liquid Amino to pimp your baits. Our original 
NHDC has been often copied but has never been beaten! Please compare.
Dosage: In the mix or to be sprinkled onto the outside 3-7ml/kg
Alu Flacon 65ml = €14.90 • The Big One Alu 300ml = €44.90

Carptrack GLM full-fat blend can be used in the mix or to be sprinkled 
later onto Boilies and Particles. A thousand words couldn’t describe the 
difference in taste of this energy packed GLM compared to the fat-free 
version. Oils and fats are the main taste carrier which are found in this 
product. Even though it may be expensive carp are highly attracted to 
the full fat blend. It is simply a must have!
Dosage: In the mix or to be sprinkled onto the outside 5-30ml/kg
Tub 100g = €17.90 • The Big One 500g = €79.90

Carptrack Intense Fish Oil gives a pure and therefore very intense 
fishy taste, which is known as an instant attractor (it is the main attractor 
in most pellets) and contains vitally important fatty acids. It’s a remar-
kable ingredient for every Boilie Mix. Summer and Autumn are the best 
seasons for a successful session, even in intensely fished waters. Highly 
attractive and creates a cloud of attractant that rises through the water.
Dosage: In the mix or to be sprinkled onto the outside 20-40ml/kg
Dose 300ml = €7.90 • The Big One 1000ml = €14.90

Carptrack Aminoacidkomplex, Carptrack Betain and Carptrack 
Liver Powder have the advantage of containing a lot of different Amino 
Acids. Their attraction to carp has been documented and proved while 
fishing many times. These are very popular additional ingredient for the 
Boilie production at home. They are also very effective when sprinkled 
onto the outside with Carptrack Liquid, inL or Liquid Amino.
Each of these three Carptrack Additives has a very distinct taste and 
smell. Add this intense note to your bait, which will make it much more 
attractive and more powerful to catch carp!
Dosage: Use 5-10g/kg Boilie Mix for Carptrack Aminoacidkomplex and 
Betain and up to 50g/kg Boilie Mix for Carptrack Liver Powder.
Liver Powder 150g = €9.90 • The Big One 500g = €24.90
Betain 150g = €9.90 • The Big One 600g = €24.90

Carptrack Stabil`it – effectively inhibits the growth of mold, for weeks! 
Add to your eggs. Stabil‘it gently stabilises without the bitter side-ef-
fects found with some preservatives and your mix become even easier 
to roll. Use BPS for your production. Dry your boilies for at least one 
day, store them dry and cool and never expose them to direct sunlight. 
That guarantees a long Boilie stability and freshness.

Dosage: 50-80 ml/kg
Tub 300ml = €6.90 • The Big One 1000ml = €14.90 • 5 Litre = €49.90
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Carp are gourmets! Don’t spend more, catch more!
Reduce the amount you feed but sprinkle your feed with 
Carptrack additives to increase its pulling power!

Successful Bait Pimp per kg bait: 
10g inP, 10g Powder, 5g GLM, 

10ml inL, 10ml Liquid, 10ml 
Liquid Amino, 3ml NHDC

Power Powders 
pimp all mixes!

Green Lipped Mussel - they love it!

Carptrack GLM full-fat blend
A thousand words can’t describe the difference in taste to the fat free version of GLM, 
which you find on the market.
Oils and fats are the main taste carrier of solid food. For the pharmaceutical industry 
and cosmetics, it is "the gold" of this largest export product of New Zealand.
GLM Full-Fat is much more expensive and much more powerful in taste and attraction! 
It is a bit less soluble in water! We produce a 50/50 blend, which perfectly combines 
the advantages of water solubility and great taste.
Carptrack Full Fat Blend is a standard ingredient in a lot of our products but we also still 
like to use it as a powder-dip to further enhance our baits.
The effect it has on carp is phenomenal, even in low dosages. Together with other 
Carptrack Additives the already impressive allure can still be improved.

Carptrack NHDC and Carptrack Power Powders
When it comes to fine tuning then Carptrack Power Powders deliver the taste and 
aroma, as well as NHDC the original for the very special sweetness.
Carp like it sweet. NHDC is 1800 times sweeter than sugar, without being bitter at all! 
Therefore 3-7ml/kg bait is large enough.
Use it for example to enrich Liquid Amino or Carptrack Liquid and add it to your bait 
to achieve a more ‘rounded’ and tastefull flavour. We guarantee an amazing and very 
unique taste!
Carptrack Power Powders in the mixes of Elite Strawberry, Osmotic Spice, Tutti Frutti, 
Banana and Cream/Scopex are highly concentrated. Only 1g/kg bait are enough to change 
the taste and smell significantly. Use it to improve your own Boilie mixes, Stickmix, Ground 
Bait or sprinkle it onto Boilies or Particles. Try it for yourself !

Carp love it sweet! 
They can smell NHDC
from a far distance!
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Carptrack Amino Complex Liquid & Complex Powder

IB Carptrack Amino Complex Liquid
Consists of:
Carptrack Liquid 19,5%, inL 19,5%, Liquid Amino 60%, NHDC 1%

All the liquid Carptrack additives combined to one liquid!
Maximum amino acid power, distinctive taste and odor, 
extreme water solubility = extraordinary carp magnet! 
Dosage: In the mix or for coating the bait 25ml - 50ml / kg
Tub 300ml = €14,90 • The Big One 1000ml = €29,90

Imperial Baits Clickbox & Sets
Couple stackable

in the iBox 12,5 Litre

Imperial Baits Clickbox - the original from Buchsteiner = €6,90 / Piece
The  Imperial Baits Clickbox is perfectly convenient for the storage of your pop ups, gels, dips, 
additives, boilies, pellets or particles. It is also provided for the transport of many foods and your 
snacks. The Imperial Baits Clickbox is produced by the worldwide prestigious german company 
Buchsteiner and is of course microwavable and dishwasher-proof.
- High Quality scratch and dishwasher-proof logo print
- Nestable two by two in the iBox 12,5 Liter

Dimension: 24 x 20 x 8cm

IB Clickbox 
Sets

Uncle Bait - the Starterpack! = €29,90

Content:
- 1kg *Uncle Bait „The Boilie“
- 40g *Uncle Bait „The Pop Up“
- 50ml Uncle Bait „The Amino Dip“
- 30g Uncle Bait „The Amino Gel“
+ Uncle Bait Sticker - FOR FREE
+ Imperial Baits Clickbox - FOR FREE

*Size 16 or 20mm at your choice

„Give me 5“ - Dips & Gels = €39,90
Fill the IB Clickbox after your choice!
5 tubs at your taste, choose the products 
by yourself!

Content at your choice:
- Carptrack *Amino Dip 150ml
- Carptrack *Amino Gel 100g
+ Big „The Art of Bait“ Sticker - FOR FREE
+ Imperial Baits Clickbox - FOR FREE

*all varieties are possible - FREE CHOICE!

IB Carptrack Amino Complex Powder

All the dry Carptrack additives combined to one powder!
Maximum amino acid power, distinctive taste and odour, 
extreme water solubility = extraordinary carp magnet! 
Dosage: In the mix or for coating the bait 25ml - 50ml / kg
Tub 150g = €14,90 • The Big One 500g = €29,90

Carptrack Additive Content

Powder 35%

inP 25%

Liver 10%

Proteinconcentrate 10%

Squid-Liver Flour 10%

GLM full-fat 5%

Betain 5% 48 49



Good to know! New measuring unit: Bait Pimp

Boilie 
diameter

Boilie surface
in cm²

Weight
per Boilie

Boilie quanti-
ty per kilo

Boilie surface
per kilo in cm²

16mm 8,04 approx. 3,1* 322,5 2592,9

20mm 12,56 approx. 6,05* 165 2072,4

24mm 18,09 approx. 10,0* 100 1809

*Caution: The denoted data were determined on the basis of the IB Carptrack Worm Up Boilies. 
Data can vary depending on the Boiliesorts ( the used ingredients) as well as production and drying process.

Have you already thought about Boilie surface or Boilie quantity related 
to the different diameters? 
No? Then we want to open your eyes now!

Take a look at the following chart: 

The Boilie quantity per kilo
If you do not have too much problem with white fish, use 16mm Carptrack Boilies, 
calculated on 1kg Boilies, you even double the amount of baits in the water, in contrast 
to 20mm Boilies. Carp are longer busy with the search and stay longer at your fishing 
spot, in spite of the same food amount!

The Boilie surface
Concerning the attraction of baits under water, the Boilie surface is an interesting the-
me. Contemplate the right column of the chart you will notice clearly that 1kg 16mm 
Boilies has a approx. 25% major surface than 1kg 20mm or approx. 40% major surface 
than 1kg 24mm Boilies. The smaller the Boilie diameter, the greater is the entire attrac-
tion at the same food amount.

The conclusion
At the same food weight, 16mm Boilies feature a major surface than the 20 or 24mm 
Boilies. The amount of single baits is much greater. If you pimp as an example 1kg 
Boilies with the well-known Carptrack Additives, you moisten a bigger surface by using 
smaller Boilies, which is providing a more important attraction in the water. We can 
also use more additives in g / kg. A 30‘s pimp makes for smaller baits more sense. 
Feed counted Boilies for example 10 pieces of 20mm and 10 pieces of 16mm, than 
the surface of the 20mm is much bigger. We suggest 24mm only in the case of fishing 
selectively Big Ones and avoid smaller catches. As hook bait the single 24mm Boilie´s 
surface is more than the double of the 16mm bait. Correspondingly strong is its attrac-
tion impact!

10´s Bait Pimp 20´s Bait Pimp 30´s Bait Pimp

The perfect and well-known Carptrack crust, 
without having sticky baits!

What is a 10´s, 20´s or 30´s “Bait Pimp”?
For example a 30´s „Bait Pimp” is specifying a mixing proportion of Carptrack Powder 
30g and Liquid 30ml at bait moisture from the outside. The result was that at exter-
nal moisture with a liquid and a farinaceous product, the amount of gram and millilitre 
should stay the same to achieve an optimal “Bait Pimp”.  
Due to this mixing proportion you receive the perfect and well-known Carptrack crust, 
without having sticky baits!

Inference:
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Carptrack Flavours & Essential Oils

Carptrack Flavour Quantity     Dosage      Price in €
„Carp Total!“ Falvour    50ml      7-9ml/kg        11,90
Worm Up Flavour       50ml      7-9ml/kg        11,90
Bloodworm Flavour    50ml      5-7ml/kg        10,90
Monster Flavour     50ml      3-6ml/kg         9,90
Elite Flavour     50ml      3-6ml/kg        10,90
Fish Flavour     50ml      4-7ml/kg        11,90
Frankfurter Saussage    50ml      4-7ml/kg         9,90
Elite Strawberry     50ml      3-5ml/kg        12,90
Osmotic Spice     50ml      5-8ml/kg        10,90
Honey      50ml      3-6ml/kg         9,90
Banana      50ml      4-6ml/kg         9,90
Cream      50ml      4-6ml/kg         9,90
Nut      50ml      4-6ml/kg         9,90
Fruit      50ml      4-6ml/kg         9,90
Essential Oil Black Pepper    50ml      1-3ml/kg        24,90
Essential Oil Black Pepper    20ml         1-3ml/kg        13,90
Essential Oil Oriental Spice   50ml      5-7ml/kg        11,90
Essential Oil Garlic     10ml            1ml/kg         9,90
Essential Oil Garlic     20ml            1ml/kg        14,90
What Max Nollert has to say about this: 
‘After all these years as a carp angler and bait manufacturer, I’m 
still amazed how much impact Flavours and Essential Oils have 
on the feeding habits of carp.’

Carptrack Amino Pellets

15mm without hole

4mm without hole

25mm with hole

Carptrack Pellets dissolve very slowly and have 
been produced to meet the needs of coarse fish. 
They catch EVERYWHERE immediately and 
can also be used as excellent additional food for 
fishing with Carptrack Boilies or in combination 
with the Carptrack Stickmix.
The special effects:
Use Carptrack Liquid (Amino), Fish Oil and Pow-
der on these pellets a few hours before feeding. 
Same as with the Boilies. Good luck and enjoy 
taking great pictures of your catches!

Nutrients: 
-  Amino Acids: L-Lysine, L-Methionine, L-Cysteine  
-  Vitamin: A, D3, E, C 
-  Fatty Acids: Omega 3, Omega 6 
-  Protein: 32% 
-  Fat: 9% 
-  Moisture: 3.2% 
-  Ash: 11% 
-  Carbobydrates: 34.8%

Ingredients: 
Wheat flour, Fishmeal, Soycake, Rapeseed 
cake, Vegetable oils, Amino Acids, Prawn flour, 
Fishoil, Vitamin Mix

Amino Pellets   Amino Pellets
4mm and 15mm:  in 25mm:
2kg = €8.90  2 kg = €10.90
5kg = €19.90  5kg = €22.50
10kg = €39.90  10kg = €45.00

Use BPS to increase dis-
solving time up to the dou-
ble! Just spray it simply to 
the pellets in a bucket...!

Big Info:
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Max Nollert - Timeline 1988 - 2011 Max Nollert - Timeline 1988 - 2011

1988 - first Boilie-
carp 16pf

1992 - 16pf Gondrexange, freed with the air 
mattress from the weed - landing by hand! 1992 - Boilie production in the domestic kitchen

1992 - Heilbronn Neckarwestheim Dec. minus 
14 degrees, alongside Markus Lamprecht 1994 - 7 month in France

1996 - Rhine power!1996 - Rhine, 28pf on double hair 1997 - Rhine with Uwe Murrweiß

1998 - Lac du Der BIG ONE
fished from the wooden boat 1998 - 23,6kg on Lac du Der

2002 - Line carp from the Moselle
2003 - 15kg from the huge
Danube Delta, September Boat fishing for carp since 1997 2005 - „Beauty“ on the Po in Italy

2007 - 21kg Moselle

1996 - thick grass carp 1998 - Lac du Der - fished from the wooden boat

1995 - 19,5 kg Rhine fighter

1999 - fully loaded „Metzler“ on Liez 2001 - Lac de Saint Cassien 2001 - „Moving“ on the Ebro 2002 - 24,1kg River carp in january

2002 - 25,3kg on La Mouche 2005 - In the middle on Etang du Stock
2011 - 24kg on Bleibtreusee 2011 - 24kg Lac de Madine 2011 - 25,5kg Lac de Madine2010 - 25kg Rhone carp 2010 - River adventure Rhone
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Imperial Fishing accessories for the Boilie production

Boilieroller ‘Professional‘
• 100% accurate fit
• Made of nylon reinforced plastic
• Moulded in one piece, without screws
• Non-slip rubber pads
• Extendable handles
• Additional option to be screw tight
• Produce perfectly round Boilies!
Diameter in mm: 16, 20, 24 = €19.90 
Diameter in mm: 30 = €24.90 • 35 (Supersize!) = €29.90

Boilie handgun ‘Learner‘ – 1kg dough
• Capacity approx. 1kg dough
• Cast made press
• 8mm steel piston
• Chunky and very stable screw thread
• Includes one nozzle that can be cut to size
• Excellent leverage ratios without distortion
Boilie handgun ‚Learner‘ – 1kg dough = €34.90

Boilie Airgun ‘New Generation‘ – Beginner – 1kg dough
The Boilie-Air-Gun allows you to produce several kilos of boilies in a 
very short time. Use a standard compressor to shoot the high perfor-
mance ‘sausages‘. Please see also the description for 
Alu-Airguns ‘New Generation‘.
Boilie Airgun „Beginner“ – 1kg dough = €99.90

Imperial Fishing Alu-Airguns ‘New generation‘

Fixed spray nozzle

Premium Manometer

as 1 • 2 • 3,5 • 4,5kg

Smooth running & 
strong screw thread

For Boilie production on a bigger scale!
We have been searching for the perfect big Air-
Gun for a long time and are very happy to an-
nounce – We have found it!

Alu-Airguns „New Generation“
Premium manufacture and a solid construction 
through aluminium. Top quality and very long lasting 
even under intense usage. 
Top priority has been given to the smooth running 
but very sturdy screw thread. An internal Manometer 
permanently shows the pressure. The nozzle is fixed 
to the Gun and works very precisely. 
Any standard compressor will allow you to work with 
an ideal pressure of up to 8bar.
The Alu-Airguns New Generation are a great long 
time investment. Also great deals available as‚ 
‘Guns’n roller‘ sets (see page 46).

Midi Alu-Airgun ’New Generation’ = €199
- Capacity: approx. 2kg dough
- Diameter: 10cm
- Length: 36cm
- Includes 5 plastic nozzles, which can be cut to size

Maxi Alu-Airgun New Generation = €249
- Capacity: approx. 3.5kg dough
- Diameter: 11cm
- Length: 50cm
- Includes 5 plastic nozzles, which can be cut to size.

Monster Alu-Airgun ’New Generation’ = €299
- Capacity: approx. 4.5kg dough
- Diameter: 13cm
- Length: 45cm
- Includes 5 plastic nozzles, which can be cut to size
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Imperial Fishing „Guns‘n Roller“ Sets

Imperial Fishing „Guns‘n Roller“ Sets
Great for those who are new to the rolling game, but also for the Pros! 
Perfect and cost effective way to get into your own Boilie production. 
No matter if you like to make small or large quantities, we will tailor it 
for your needs.
Every ‘Guns‘n Roller‘ Set contains the following products:
- Boilie roller ‘Professional‘. Size is variable 16,20 or 24mm
- BPS (Boilie Protector Spray) for the perfect production and makes 
  your boilies last extra-long without mould.
- iBox 12.5l for up to 8kg of Boilies or Mix in the sets 1&2
- iBox 30l for up to 20kg Boilies or Mix in the sets 3&4
- Imperial Baits Clickbox

The final price depends on your choice of Boiliegun:
• 1. Boilie Handgun ‘Learner‘ – 1kg dough – price €65
You save €15.50
• 2. Boilie Airgun ‘New Generation‘ - 1kg dough - price €205
You save €19,60
• 3. Maxi Airgun ‚‘New generation‘ – 3.5kg dough – Price €275
You save €30,80
• 4. Monster Airgun ‘New Generation‘ – 4.5kg ´dough – Price: €315
You save €40,80

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

+

Imperial Fishing Boilie Protector Spray - BPS 

That’s what a Carptrack Boilie 
should look like! Thanks to BPS!
• Full taste and aroma
• Dry, hard and solid
• Perfectly round

Boilie Protector Spray

Boilie Protector Spray, or short BPS, is an absolute innovation for 
the home production of Boilies. Optimise your production! Rolling 
perfectly round boilies has never been this easy and they are ready 
for immediate use!
1 bottle BPS is enough for approx. 100kg dough. Spray a little bit 
onto your gun, the rollers or the dough sausages and take advan-
tage of the following effects:
- Solid sausages go through the gun much easier
- Dough strands and Boilies don’t stick together anymore
- You finally roll the perfectly round Boilie on your roller
- The unboiled Boilies don’t deform anymore, as you can use 
  harder dough
- The Boilies take less water in when being boiled. 
  > That results in being dry, hard and ready after only 1-2 hours!
- Much less loss of the ingredients when being boiled
- Therefore less clouding and less foam
- BPS is neutral in taste and smell
- Improves the inherent smell of boiled and dried Boilies
- Utensils are much easier to clean, no more sticky mess!
Spray can 600ml = €9.90
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General features of the Imperial Baits rods:
• Overlapping tip guides
• Epoxy varnish throughout the rings
• Fuji reel seat for even large reels
• First class carbon blanks

Rod Art from Imperial Baits
We present you the perfect quartett in regards to 
carbon fibre blanks. Max Nollert, the Imperial Baits 
Team and some of our customers enjoy fishing 
with them very much! We offer something for 
everybody! In our older iBlog news we told you 
about the individual development steps.
Successfully implemented ideas, concepts and 
tests, make this impressive quartett to your faith-
ful companion.
Since 2014, we present the fifth rod "Temptation 
TWIN TIP", incl. two exchangeable tips. And from 
2015 we have this wonderful blank even as a sin-
gle rod  in 3 and 3.5 lb at a special price for you!

Legend Carp 12ft 3,0lb
Easily covers a huge sector of Carp angling – 
an absolute all-rounder!
Special features:
• IM6 blank, polished with red varnish
• Casting weight 80-180g, max. 230g with 
  pendulum casting!
• Light Over-sized powerful Blank 
  Diameter / Carbon wall
• Parabolic action with a lot of power behind it
• 6 + 1 SIC guides
• Fuji Reel Seat
Legend Carp 12ft 3,0lb = €189.00

- IM6
- Fuji Reel Seat

Imperial Fishing Rod Art

Imperial Legend Carp

Multirange 12ft 2,75lb
Classy, sensible power, extra light. They will get you really 
excited! Probably lightest carp rod of its kind on the market.
Special features:
• Untreated IM7 Carbon Blank
• Casting weight 80-150g, max. 180g
• 7+1 Fuji Alconite guides
• Fuji Reel Seat
• Sensible action with a special fun factor. 
• Also very capable for the big ones
• Use them from the boat or the bank
Imperial Baits Multirange 12ft 2.75lb = €209.00

Imperial Baits Multirange

- IM7
- Fuji Reel Seat
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max nollert Temptation Twin Tip

167m!

Fuji DPS-M20 Reel holder
Also convenient for very big reels
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IM7 Woven Carbon
Polished and clear varnished

Now the following versions are available:
1. max nollert Temptation Twin Tip (Handpart + 2 Tip parts 3,0lb and 3,5lb) = €349
2. max nollert Temptation Twin Tip single rod (Handpart + 1 Tip part 3,0lb) = €229
3. max nollert Temptation Twin Tip single rod (Handpart + 1 Tip part 3,5lb) = €229

High class handy Duplon
Aluminium ennoblement at the grip
Softtouch end cap

Tomas Blazek brakes the 
Czech casting record 
with the „max nollert 
Temptation Twin Tip“

Old record: 
143,75m

Guides: 6 + 1 SIC

Continuous Epoxy paint from the first ring to 
1cm before the crossover connection - 
stabilizing factor for violent throws.

Temptation MK3 12ft 2,75-3,25lb
The third Generation of this popular and established 
bestsellers, made of IM7 woven carbon. 
Covers a range of 2.75-3.25lb in one rod!
Special Features:
• IM7 woven carbon, with a transition into a subtle mat    
  pattern in the tip section
• Polished and clear varnished
• Casting weight 80-200g, max.250g, 
  with pendulum casting
• 6 + 1 SIC guides
• Fuji Reel Seat
Details:
Epoxy varnish throughout from the butt ring to 1cm 
below the overput joint. Giving extra stability on big 
casts. The rod has a sensitive tip and a strong dyna-
mic spine. Extra-long pull, to keep the tension, even 
if the Carp makes quick direction changes or strong 
lunges when diving away from the boat.
Temptation MK3 12ft 2,75-3,25lb = €229.00

- IM7 Blank
- Fuji Reel Seat

max nollert Temptation MK III

3.0 lb Tip part
For a sensitive CPT,
Compound Progressive Taper Aktion

3.5 lb Tip part
For a strong CT,
Compound Taper Atkion 62 63



Imperial Fishing Combi Carpos

INOX

Imperial Fishing Combi Carpos

2, 3 or 4 Rods
Situation with extended 
1m Extension Legs

*measured to here

+ 30cm

With the Combicarpo 
You always have a strong 

optical appearance!
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Amiaud Combi Carpos
The Combi Carpos, made of stainless steel 
are very versatile to use and therefore at 
home on all water and conditions. 
They combine the advantages of the Mini 
Carpo (top section) and the Carpo (tripod). 
Further advantages are a small pack size, 
high stability and functionality. 
No matter if you use it with 2, 3 or even 4 
rods, you’ll always look good on the bank. 
It comes with 4 curved buzz bars. 
The front buzz bar is telescopic, so it can be 
changed quickly to a 2, 3 or 4 bite alarm set-
up. In addition you can use 1 or 1.5m legs 
(extensions) for extreme conditions.

Combi Carpo Stainless Steel = €399,00
Combi Carpo Steel black = €329,00

Combi Carpos – exclusively from Imperial Fishing
• Materials: Anti rust steel or stainless steel (Inox)
• Perfect stability due to Carpo tripod
• Tripod height fully adjustable
• Easy rod alignment, due to quick fastening
• Variable length of the rod placement (max. 190cm)
• Variable Buzz Bar height
• For 2, 3 and 4 rods
• Comes with a luxury transport bag.

Stability
With the 50cm extension legs, the feet are 
120cm apart, which gives great stability.
New since 2012: An Inox bolt of 10mm diame-
ter and a practical handle, as well as 2 holes 
that stop any sliding when tightening, guaran-
teeing a solid fixing at the desired angle.
Through Extension legs of 100 and 150cm the 
rods can be placed accordingly high.

Height measurements:
Height minimum Standard Legs: 
40cm to 60cm
Height minimum 1m Extension Legs: 
70cm to 85cm
Height minimum 1.5m Extension Legs: 
1m to 1.2m

High variability!

Super Stiff! Inox Bolt of 10mm!

Combi Carpo accessories
2 set curved Buzz Bars Inox = €99.00
Extension leg Inox 1m: €29.90 
Extension leg Inox 1.5m: €34.50
Extension leg steel 1m: €17.50
Extension leg steel 1.5m: €19.90
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300m = €39.90 • 900m = €99.90 • 1200m = €133 • 1500m = €166.50 • 1800m = €199
up to 1800m knotless available!

Perfect on your reel
• 75% braided Visible or Invisible Touch
• 20% Mono 0,40mm as expansion component...
In order for your lead to:
a) Not move in the current (river)
b) Stay in the same place in rough water on the lake
• 5% of 0,50 - 0,60 - 0,70mm Shock’it Shockleader

Imperial Fishing Lines

Superb braided line
Dyneema Made in Germany – 0.17mm diameter
Visible Touch – night sessions become so much 
easier! Alternatively use Invisible Touch for the perfect 
camouflage!
• Teflon coated • great strength • Little stretch  
• UV light resistant • durability • 12 turns per cm
• Neutral sinking! Neither sinking or rising.
Surface sealed:
• Long casts • no wigs • Colour safe • no twisting
Knife test:
Lasts 50-60 times over the blade, compared to only 
10 times with Monofilament 0,60mm! Also see film re-
ference on the DVD „Best Moments“ or the free You-
tube Video with the simple name: VISIBLE TOUCH

 

Imperial Fishing Lines

SHOCK IT!

Available in grey and yellow! 
300m = €54.9 • 600m = €109.80 • 900m = €134.70
1200m = €179.60 • 1500m = €224.50 
1800m = €269.40

0,5
0

0,60

0,70

NEW 2013 - Invisible- & Visible Touch – Snaggy Water
Dyneema Made in Germany – 0.30mm diameter – 21 kg (46lb)
Extreme conditions require extreme gear! That is why we developed the new 
Snaggy Water version of the already very popular braided 0.17mm main line 
with the same name. 
Especially when the rig is being retrieved over several hundred meters through 
the water, it will pass plenty of obstacles, like weed, shells, sharp stones, etc. 
That is when you want a really good line to avoid breakages. The finely brai-
ded Snaggy Water is ideal for hard core missions and with a diameter of 
0.30mm and breaking strain of 21kg (46lb) it is almost indestructible.

WaterSnaggy No line brakes 
anymore!

Shock`it - Super Shockleader
Shockleader made in Germany.
• Extra abrasion resistant
• Very smooth
• High knot strength
• Great casting performance
• High stretch
We chose the colours brown-transparent, for it to blend 
in perfectly with the ground. Ideal in combination with our 
braided main lines • Invisible- Visible Touch and the new 
Snaggy Water. The Shock‘it provides the necessary se-
curity and expansion during the final battle.
 Shock`it 100m = €9.90
               available in 0,50 - 0,60 - 0,70mm
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Neutral sinking behavior
The IF braided lines stay at the 
water depth where they have 
been positioned by the fisherman.

IF lines sinking behavior
With the boat: To avoid the line´s contact with flotsam, obstacles and fishes, hold the rod-tip 
underneath the water surface when you drive back with your boat. By this way you place the line 
under the water surface, where it stays by itself.
From the shore: When you cast your rod, we recommend you to use a sinker that keeps the line 
at 0.5-1m water depth. Sinker with a line connection to the shore, are ideal for this.
Shock It: The end is in both cases a monofile chalk line that lies down inconspicuously on the 
ground of the water body.

FOR FREE 100m

SHOCK IT

TOP 
off 900m

(monofile shock-
leader)

300m = €39,90
600m = €79,90
900m = €99,90 + 1 x SHOCK IT
1200m = €133,00  "
1500m = €166,50  "
1800m = 199,00 € + 2 x SHOCK ITBe

st
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TIP: SHOCK IT!
The last 15-30m should be cons-
tituted of a monofile shock line in 
0.50- 0.70mm strength. It sinks, 
is nearly invisible, is abrasion-
proof and allows you the stret-
ching you need during the drill! 
Tested over 100.000 times!

The incredible knife test at YouTube
The Invisible/ Visible Touch lasts 50-60 times 
over the knife blade, compared to this a Mono-
filament of 0.40mm that rips after 10 times over 
the same blade!

Youtube keyword: Imperial Fishing Visible Touch

The perfect “line placement” 
between the water surface and 
obstacles on the ground is just 
possible with the neutral sinking 
behavior of the Invisible/ Visible 
Touch!
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Imperial Fishing Tackle² catch Imperial Fishing Tackle² catch

Imperial Fishing - Carp Pillow
Soft and comfy pillow, with different textures 
on each side
• Winter, with short soft fleece
• Summer, with soft cool fabric
Measurements: 40 x 28cm = €14.90 sle

ep

Imperial Fishing – Carpsack ‘Excellent’
When handling the carp we must be very careful. In order to avoid 
injuring the Carp we thought a lot about how to develop the safest 
carp sack:
• Size: 115cm x 80cm
• Smooth and easy running zip over three sides
• No pushing the Carp into a ’tunnel’ just fold it open completely
• The horizontal reinforcement of the bag supports the carp on
  the side. Vertical reinforcements have the disadvantage that they
  press the carp on the belly during transport.
• The Carpsack ‘Excellent’ has two handles for perfect and safe trans-
  port, if necessary also by two people
• The Carpsack comes with a 5m rope, that allows the fish to move  
  away from the bank into deeper water
• The Carpsack also comes with a carabiner
• Optional accessory: Extra Carpsack bag to avoid odours
Carpsack ‘Excellent’ incl. rope and carabiner = €29.90
Carpsack ‘Excellent’ Bag = €9.90

Imperial Fishing - Boilie Air Dry Bag
Premium and very stable. Zips on top and bottom allow easy access, 
even when the bag is hanging on a tree.
Boilie Air Dry Bag 4kg = €12.90
Boilie Air Dry bag 8kg = €14.90

2 handles
continuously sewn
rope holder

extra strong double-sided

D-ring for weighing

    horizontal stabilizer - easy on the fish!

zip on 3 pages

5 m rope + carabiner Carpsack 
„Excellent“ Bag

w
ith zip backup

Imperial Fishing - Boomerang (Throwing Stick)
The throwing stick for accurate distance throws!
If you want to feed boilies in a large distance, you don’t only need 
speed and endurance, but also some assistance. 
Allowing to increase speed quickly and release at the right time. 
The Boomerang is produced in one piece. The big curve allows you 
to actually pick up the boilies out of the bucket, whilst standing. No 
more bending over. They just roll in and can be thrown right away.
Boomerang for Boilies, ideal 16 to 24mm diameter Ø = €24.90

Imperial Fishing – Buoyant Marker Pole
Includes weight and bag
• Due to the professional reflector foil, with the head lamp ‘H7’ 
  visible to up to at least 220m
• Excellently manufactured in detail
• Almost unbreakable
• Can be adjusted up to 50cm precise of water depth
• Very handy to scan the water ground, as it works like an 
  extended arm
It’s recommended to use it in combination with a GPS in larger 
waters. Easy to handle, even in very rough conditions.
Complete kit, includes weight and bag = €69.90
Extension per 1m = €7.90
Stick-Lights are running with two AA batteries and will 
automatically illuminate at darkness! 
Available in 4 colours: blue, green, red, yellow = €24.90

1,5kg weight is sufficient 
for at least 15m buoyant 
marker pole even with current

6,5m length

Included in delivery: 
6.5m + Weight + bag
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Imperial Fishing iBoat 160 – car trunk boat

EXTREME TEST!
Video online

Transportbag

Imperial Fishing iBoat 160 + E-Motor

NEW:
Each iBoat 160 is delivered with a removable 
transom, at which you can fix an e-motor or an 
echo sounder pole.

- E-Motor Rhino „Cobold“ = €109
- E-Motor Rhino „Cobold“ + 
Session Pack 7,0 AH = €119

Removeable 
transom = €19,90

BRAND NEW: 
iBoats in camouflage!

packed state:
95cm x 45cm x 25cm
only 8.9 kg!

The iBoat 160 is made of the 3 layered Dezitex 1100 material and a rock hard high pressure floor 
(0.6bar). That makes it incredibly sturdy and almost unsinkable. The under keel guarantees to be 
perfectly on target. It has the paddle retracting system, that has never been seen in such a small 
boat before. The Original – developed by max nollert.

Space is in our hobby a luxury and normally 
160cm is all that is available for the boat in 
a saloon or estate car. 
Everybody has use for them:
• Just going to pre-bait
• Quick echo sounder investigations
• Safety boat for a lot of carp anglers
• For long walks, clever to convert it into 
  a trolley
• Spare boat on bigger trips
• Unhooking mat

Generous standard quipment:
• High pressure floor • High pressure pump
• oversized transport bag • Inox D ring at bow
• removeable transom
• Fitting for the echo sounder pole at stern
• 3 black paddles (2 x 132cm to go backwards    
  and 1 x 230, to move forward canoe style)
• paddle retraction on the side
• carp rod holder on both sides
• Black alu Seat, including bank-easy-on-off 
  system and sliding system (multiposition)
• Repair kit • Spare valve
• Fender-Expander Kit 
iBoat 160 = €449.00
iBoat 160 Camou = 499,00 €

Revolution on the dinghy market and a great advantage for carp anglers
iBoat 160 + Motor + Battery = 15kg total weight - 1 hour driving fun and a 5km range! 
Drill, getting the rods out etc. Much quicker and easier with the Rhino Cobold.
Now on offer for only €499.00 instead of €589.40 - You save €90.40!
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Imperial Fishing iBoat 210, 260 & 320 Imperial Fishing iBoat 210, 260 & 320
Extremely stabile against tilting 
even in the worst of conditions!

iBoat Prices:
iBoat 210 = €899,00
iBoat 260 = €1099,00
iBoat 320 = €1250,00
iBoat Camou Prices:
iBoat 210 = €999,00
iBoat 260 = €1199,00
iBoat 320 = €1399,00

The iBoats 210, 260, 320 offer a much bigger internal space than other boats in their category. They 
are the perfect boat for the ambitious angler. They have a great size for exploring tours with the echo 
sounder, to rest your rods, feeding activities, drilling and thanks to its large internal space also a per-
fect tackle boat. Many other features set the iboat apart.

Generous standard equipment:
The iBoat 210, 260, 320 are equipped with a high pressure airfloor (0,6 bar), high pressure pump, 
oversized transport bag, a solid iBoat cover, INOX D-ring with handle at bow, 2 black paddles, 2 
black aluminium seats, including bank-easy-on-off system (multiposition), repair kit, spare valve, 
manometer and a Fender Expander Kit (see page 79)

iBoats have been specifically developed for carp anglers:
• More internal space than comparable models 210, 260 or 320
• No superfluous hooks (line catcher) or knobs (net catcher) 
• Adjustable and easy removable black aluminium seats
• High pressure floor for quick inflation - ideal transport weight
• Extra strong PVA material Dezitex 1100

High pressure airfloor:
• standard equipment on all iBoats (160 - 320)
• adamant at 0,6 Bar air pressure
• solid workmanship, withstands also a 2,5 tons 
  heavy Dodge RAM and keeps its shape

Oarlock of metal (only at iBoats!):
• Standard equipment on all iBoats
• Strong, self-locking bolting
• No deterioration and absolutely 
  break-proof also under stress

0,6 bar operating pressure
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Perfect paddle length 
and paddle allocation 
= max. thrust

Large pattern for more internal 
space. No pointed bow!

38cm tube diameter 
for more internal 
space

Repositioned 
transom for more 
internal space!

Fully adjustable 
alu sliding seat system

No superfluous, 
annoying coaming

Feather-light, stone-hard 
high pressure floor

Oars arranged in direc-
tion of the rear- optimal 
weight distribution/ sli-
ding characteristics

iBOATS - the power    of experience!

Carrying straps also 
at the cones

Space wonder 
special measures see below

Inflatable, 
in-form keel
= course stability

Carrying straps 
without line catch-
ing problems.

iBoat = Fishing boat! 
No superfluous line 
catcher!

High-tech PVC material 
(Dezitex 1100/0,9mm) 
cold welded 

Thick pro-
tecting rib

Stabile leading 
and transport 
cords

Indestructible metal 
oarlocks - unique! 
(still unique - 12/14)

More internal space than all others - please compare!
iBoat 210 space: 1,26 m²   iBoat 260 space: 1,55 m²
iBoat 320 space: 2,06 m²   iBoat 400 space: 3,00 m²

No centred cone 
form for more 
stability

Use an iBoat and drive into the future!

Since 2009 on 
the course of 

success!
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Imperial Fishing iBoat 400 & technical details for iBoats Imperial Fishing iBoat accessories

inflated by pressing 
a button!

NEW MODEL

The iBoat 400 is primarily made for stationary boat fishing. It has a multiplex floor, which is lighter 
than aluminium and even more importantly - very quiet! The boat is 190cm wide and the inner 
floor space is an impressive 3 x 1m. The iBoat 400 gets you closer to the carp and it can be trans-
ported in any car trunk! No boat trailer needed!

All iBoats are made of very sturdy 3layered 0.9mm 
hightec PVC material (Dezitex 1100, cold velded) 
and extra abrasion material on the right places.
Generous standard equipment:
• 5 elements of the multiplex floor (weight 36kg) 
  including the aluminium connecting rails
• 2 oversized transport bags
• Inox D-Ring at bow
• High pressure pump
• 4 paddles
• 3 seats including bank-easy-on-off system 
  and sliding system (multiposition)
• Repair kit • Spare valve
• Manometer • Fender Kit (see page 61)
• Cover
iBoat 400 = €1799.00

Technical specifications
Modell   iBoat 160      iBoat 210      iBoat 260      iBoat 320      iBoat 400
Total length:  160               210               260                320               400
Total width:  95                 142              162       162              190
Total weight in kg:  8,9        25                 32,5       37,5              48,5
Buoyancy collar diameter: 25        35                 38       38              45
Set up time in minutes: 3        6               9       12              20
Air chambers:  2        5               5       5              4
Max. weight:  130        380               486       602              863
Max passengers:  1        3               3 + 1       5              6 + 1
Max permitted bhp: -        6               10       15              30
Max motor weight: -        20  41       49              83

Mushroom anchor 7.5kg - PVC coated by www.                      .de
The 7.5 mushroom anchor from Amiaud is perfect to use the 
Imperial Fishing Fender-Expander correctly.
Attached the mushroom anchor to the end of the Fender-Expan-
der, the Fender should be floating as a buoy on the surface. In 
difficult situations you can attach your iBoat to the Fender, which 
allows the boat to float safely, away from shore rubble.
Also great to get the carp gently sacked in difficult situations, 
re-direct lines or use as throw anchor during turbulent drills. 
Mushroom anchor 7.5kg PVC coated = €44.90

Fender-Expander Kit
Inflatable, very sturdy Fender, made of Dezitex 1100 material.
Features:
Practical dinghy valve, 2 Inox D-Rings, 1.5m Expander, 
4 aluminium carabiner
Where to use it?
Flexible boat fixation at bank-stick or mushroom anchor, fix carp 
sack, diversion buoy, buoy for catfish angling – 
resistant to debris in the water!
Fender-Expander Kit = €19.90

New model: Bravo BTP 12 Super-Turboblower = €149,00
Perfect to inflate and deflate dinghies like iBoats or Fender. 
It automatically stops when the set pressure has been reached. 
The iBoat 320 takes about 2-3 min to be completely inflated. It 
can also be used for  high pressure floors that require 0.6-0.8bar.

Details
- Performance: 450litre/min
- Max. Pressure: continuously up to 1 bar
- Delivery includes bag, tube, 
  air pump adapter
- Includes clips to connect 12V batteries
Bravo BTP 12 Super-Turboblower = €149,00

Guide Markus Paparozzi
www.guiding-tour.de

I wouldn’t ever want to miss the 
Bravo 12V Super-Turboblower on 
my tours. It works on its own and I 
can meanwhile set up my tackle. 
There is no quicker and easyier way 
to inflate a boat.

The Ehmanns 
„Hot Spot Bivvy“ 
fits perfect!
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For Repairs, Joining, Sealing and Technical Applications!
The glue cures on contact with water/vapour - the best glue for fishermen!

Examples for fishermen
- Waders / Wellies
- Waterproof Clothing
- Inflatable Boats
- Tents, Unhooking Mats, Holdalls
   Rod Pod, Landing Net, Rigs ...

Materials to glue:
pvc, metals, glass, plastic, pu, composites, 
nylon, rubber, leather, wood, most fabrics, 
man-made materials and many more ...
- all combine underneath each other!

Properties:
• Abrasion resistance – Great for bon-
    ding or coating objects
• Mix thoroughly with 1% clean water or 
    special thinner for a faster cure time
• Exceptional flexibility even in cold 
    conditions
• Can be painted on when used with 
    a special thinner 60/40, for sealing 
    and porous items
• Resistance to many chemicals

a „MUST HAVE“
for every Tacklebox

Used by professional saddlers and repair companies!

Price: Tube 15g = 10,90 Euro

Stormsure the experiment
As a hardness test we divided 
two inflatable boats and two 
selected candidates made 
them ready to use again!
More Info online!

Florian Halle and 
Patrick Huber 
participated in this 
challenge and they 
passed with flying 
colours!

For years the GTM 40 T+ was the most sought-after uten-
sil of successful carp-fisher, but then suddenly it was not 
on the market anymore! 
But now finally the new and improved version of the „Fish 
Hawk GTM“ is available!
The big benefit: 
You find the thermocline in the wink of an eye!
The underwater temperature is often the secret to suc-
cess. In each season the observance of the temperature 
changes, even very small ones, is crucial. The Fish Hawk 
GTM allows the fisherman to recognize virtually, exat-
ly and rapidly, what are the temperatures at each meter 
depth over your Spot up to the water surface.
         In this manner the device gives twice the information 

than the very sought-after GTM 40 
T+  that mesured only all two me-
ters. 
History
Before the new Fish Hawk was re-
leased, all successful fisher swore 
by the GTM 40 T+!
The possesion of such a tool was 
so important that no one who ever 
bought one ever sold it again and 
due to this the prices of second-
hand models were even higher 
than for new ones.
Reference point: 
In springtime fish just above it, as 
the vegetation is developed much 
more due to the high temperatures. 
In summertime (when it is very hot) 
fish just underneath it, as colder 
water contains more Oxygen. 

Fish Hawk GTM = €159,95

GLUES ALMOST EVERYTHING!

Seal with Stormsure inflatable boats, 
tent seams, high pressur airfloors ...

The battery lasts min. 5 years!
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Imperial Fishing Session Packs

Session Pack 7.0 AH = €24,90
Details: robust, durable, to recharge / operate 
small electric motors, sonar, mobile phones, 
laptops, div. Batteries, Mini TV and more ... 
Size: 6,5x9x15cm, Weight: 2,26kg

Session Pack
100 AH

Session packs, like all batteries should be charged as 
soon as possible after usage, to retain their long life 
expectancy. Works with all standard chargers.

Session Pack BIG ONE 80 AH & 100 AH
Details: very well suited for large „energy hogs“ 
such as Electric motors, large echo sounders 
or as energy storage for longer trips to load 
div. Batteries, Laptop and Co. Life over 10 ye-
ars, shock and impact resistant plastic housing, 
maintenance-free operation.
Size SP100: 17x22x33cm, Weight: 32,25kg
Size SP80: 16x18x32cm, Weight: 22,8kg
Session Pack 100 AH = €279,00
Session Pack 80 AH = €249,00

Chargers, Echo Sounders and accessories

Discover the hot spots
and obstacles with the help

of the Lowrance Elite 4!

Downscan 
(HDI) Preview

You always wanted to know how a lake without 
water looks like? The ELITE 4 helps!

Lowrance Elite-4 HDI with GPS or Elite-4x HDI without GPS
The best echo sounder in functionality as well as value for money for 
the ambitious carp angler!

Elite-4 HDI with GPS / without GPS - Installation = €318 / €209
Accessories included: holder with screw buttons, echo sounder 
transmitter connection cable / device safety, english manual
Elite-4 HDI with GPS / without GPS - Portable = €389 / €270
Accessories included: As installation + echo sounder pouch, holder 
for transmitter, battery case, adapter cable for battery charger, re-
chargeable lead-gel battery (Session Pack) 12V 7.0AH

Additional accessories:
Jenzi Echo Sounder Transmitter Pole = €39.90
Fast, reliable and stabile  attachment at boat wall or rear-view mirror 
Length: ca. 85cm • Width: 5cm • Pole angle easily adjustable

Think Big Echo Sounder incl. bag & attachment = €69.90

Charger 0.6 A for Session Pack (7.0AH) = €39.90
- Suitable to charge the Session Packs 7.0 AH also in combination with 
the portable Echo Sounder Set, see picture above.

no fancy

to dive?
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TOP DVD Offers

Over 4 hours
FISHING-ACTION

Bundle

+plus

Carp Total VOL 2  
+ Carp Total Vol 1 
= over 9 hours, together 21 films!

Top-selling and top-valued! Authentic Carp-fishing that has punch!

39,90 €
value of goods = €62,19 

10 Films!

29,90 €value of goods = €42,29

DVD Scenes Carp Total VOL 2

FREE 
TO:

+ 1kg Uncle Bait „The Boilie“ 20mm 
+ 30g Uncle Bait „The Amino Gel“ 
+ Sticker Uncle Bait „The Boilie“

DVD Offer 2:

Carp Total VOL 2

Watch all Trailers online! Write the words „Carp Total 2“ or „Carp Total“ on:

+ 1kg Uncle Bait „Th
e Boilie“ 20mm 

+ 30g Uncle Bait „Th
e Amino Gel“ 

+ Sticker Uncle Bait „Th
e Boilie“

DVD Offer 1

Carp Total VOL 1
max nollert & friends 2007-2008
For this DVD Max travelled together 
with members of the Carptrack Team  
over 2 years to various rivers and la-
kes in and out of Germany. Short se-
quences as well as long drills, amazing 
nature features and twice time Max 
is giving his own story from the bank 
make this an exciting and interesting 
film. You will see photo sessions with 
carp up to 68.78lb. 

3 DVDs – over 300 minutes = €24.90
That is great value for money!

Carp Total VOL 2
max nollert & friends 2009 - 2011
Big lakes and rivers! Max Nollert‘s high-
lights of his successful Carp trips in Ger-
many and France. Watch exciting drills, 
successful methods and techniques, 
challenges and how to deal with them. 
The film shows a lot of Big Ones, caught 
on huge waters of over 48 km² (11.8 ac-
res). Includes 45 min. bonus film about 
catfish angling at the river Rhine. 
Adventure time!
3 DVD`s - 245 minutes - 
over 4 hours ACTION = €24.90
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Imperial Baits Zipper - for man and woman
Details: Basic colour black, 3x screen printing, 
absolutely washable, perfect comfort,
solid zipper, 2 belly pockets
Prints: Back to Imperial Baits Carptrack logo 
front with „IB - the art of bait“ logo, right sleeve 
with IB Logo
Size: S-XXL 
Imperial Baits Zipper = €59,90

Monster‘s Paradise Collection by Imperial Fishing
Details: Basic colour black, very high quality 8-fold screen 
printing, wash absolutely sure perfect wearing comfort 
without sweating
Prints: Back with Monster‘s Paradise carp and bloodstain 
front with a large „IB - we love to fish“ logo, right sleeve with 
Monster‘s Paradise carp
Size: S-XXXL 
Imperial Baits Monster‘s Paradise Hoodie = €39,90
Imperial Baits Monster‘s Paradise T-Shirt = €24,90

Monster‘s Paradise Kids T-Shirt – to give away!
Details: Basic colour black, high-quality 8-fold screen prin-
ting, absolute wash safe, perfect wearing comfort without 
sweating
Prints: Front with Monster‘s Paradise carp and bloodstain
Size: 9-11 years, 12-14 years, S 
Imperial Baits Monster‘s Paradise Kids T-Shirt = €17,50

Kids love it!

Monster‘s Paradise Clothing Monster‘s Paradise Clothing
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Imperial Fishing Caps‘n Hats

Imperial Baits
„THE ART OF BAIT“

Flexfit Cap
Size: S/M, L/XL

Colour: brown, grey, black
Piece = €19,90

Imperial Baits 
„Carptrack“ - Cap

Colour: black
Piece = €14,90

Imperial Baits 
Bandana Cap

Colour: black or beige
Piece = €11,90

Imperial Baits Winter Hat 
100% Cotton
Colour: black

Piece = €11,90

Imperial Baits Fleece Hat 
Size: S/M or L/XL

Colour: black
Piece = €12,90

1 2

3 4

4

1

23

Imperial Fishing Clothing

Imperial Baits Polo Shirt 
Colour: black
Size: S - XXL

Piece = €24,90

Imperial Baits Hoodie
Colour: brown
Size: S - XXXL
Piece = €34,90

Imperial Baits T-Shirt
Colour: beige

Size: S - XXXL
Piece = €19,90

Imperial Baits Girly Shirt 
Colour: black
Size: XS - L

Piece = €19,90
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IB Geoff Anderson Raptor 2 Jacket

Imperial Baits GA Raptor 2 Jacket
With 3 colour embroidered IB + ‘logo & we love to fish!’
+ „Carptrack“ embroidered logo on hem
• Perfect against the elements
• Specifically designed for fishing and outdoor activities
• Breathable, water- and windproof
Special features: 
- Neoprene cuffs
- Chest pocket with second compartment
- Inner zip pocket underneath button tab
- Adjustable hood size means even more comfort
- Hood with sewn wire for rigidity
- Hood can be rolled into collar and fixed with button
Material: The System Fabric Wet Type
Sizes: XS – XXXL
Imperial Baits Raptor 2 Jacket = €139.90

Imperial Fishing Geoff Anderson

Geoff Anderson Urus 4 Trousers - leaf
The great angling & outdoor trousers
Urus 4 best of:
Water proof, breathable, wind proof, warm, 
extreme light, unrestrictive comfort
Colour: leaf 
Material: Cordura®
Size: XS-XXL • Price = 289,00 €

Geoff Anderson Dozer 4 Jacket - leaf 
The incredibly good angling and outdoor jacket
Dozer 4 best of:
Water proof, breathable, wind proof, warm, 
extreme light with unrestrictive comfort, three 
dimensional adjustable hood, fleece covered 
chin protector and many more features.
Colour: leaf • Material: Cordura® 
Sizes: XS - XXL • Price = 399,00 €

GA Dozer 4 Jacket – green/ brown
Colour: green/grey or brown/grey
Material: Cordura® • Sizes: XS – XXL
GA Dozer 4 Jacket – green / brown = €259.00
GA Urus 4 Trousers – green / brown
Colour: green/grey or brown/grey
Material: Cordura® • Sizes: XS – XXL

GA Urus 4 Trousers – green / brown = €219.00

Set price jacket & trousers
on request! Different colours?

best quality 

ever!

Set price 
Jacket & Trousers

green / brown
on request!
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Imperial Baits Straw Hat 
Piece = €8,90

Sticker round 9,5cm Ø 
Imperial Baits Logo, Worm Up, 

Imperial Baits Logo black, 
Monster‘s Paradise

= Piece €0,50

„THE ART OF BAIT“ Sticker
29,7x14cm = Piece €1,00
14,8x5,2cm = Piece €0,50

„Imperial Fishing - we love to fish!“ Sticker
29,7x14cm = Piece €1,00
14,8x5,2cm = Piece €0,50

Rear window sticker 80cm = Piece €19,90

Imperial Fishing Merchandising

XXL Sticker
Monster‘s Paradise

45cm width
Piece = €19,90

XXL Sticker
Worm Up

45cm width
Piece = €19,90

XXL Sticker
Imperial Baits Logo

45cm width
Piece = €19,90

45cm XXL Sticker made of high-tech film - for car wrapping ...
WE ARE
GERMAN VICE-CHAMPION 2014

Thiemo Wende

Up to 110 km / h,
 curve speed 55 km / h
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Imperial Fishing Company PresentationImperial Fishing Company Presentation

Mounting of a second hall 2010/2011
End of 2010 the decision was made to 
build a second large hall and not without a 
good reason.

The iBoats should come...
After many months of development work, 
Max Nollert and his Team published blue-
prints for 3 special inflatables boats.
These models are specifically designed 
and adapted for carp fishing, no Allround-
boats as you know from other companies!
They help anglers in different situations while 
fishing. (Sizes: 160, 210, 260, 320, 400)
Just in time for the 3rd January 2011, the 
construction was completed and the newly 
developed inflatable boats arrived.

The second hall today
Today, the second hall has over 120 additi-
onal pallet places for iboats and baits.
The extra space helps us to be ready at all 
times for every big order to deliver reliable 
and quickly to all countries of Europe...

       Winter 
 2010/2011

How does it work with the boilie production at Imperial Baits?
The most important things in making a high quality and focused on suc-
cessful fishing Boilie are attractive and fresh Ingredients and their recepies.
Max Nollert and his creative team around Imperial Baits determine 
and obtain from the start each recipe component, so every meal and 
every flavour from which the highly successful Carptrack boilies are pro-
duced of. In the meantime their stock counts around 250 places for pallets 
and stores a huge amount of fresh ingredients as well as fresh boilies!
IB has exclusive Sales and Distributer / Wholesales in 20 European 
countries, as well as numerous trade shows, a customer focused mar-
keting, and weekly intensive iBlog updates.

Various online activities, in addition to the creative and scientific work on 
the boilies are the main daily work for max nollert and his team.

And IB is reaping fruits of this. 
The award „best bait manufacturer“ 
has already been awarded two 
times after 2007 and 2008 in 2011 
and 2012 by the readers of the big-
gest german carp magazin beside 
the title “best german fisherman“ 
in 2011 and 2012 for Max Nollert. 

Carptrack boilies are fished with 
great success by thousands of 
carp anglers in Europe.
We are happy about the great feed-
back of our work and are always 
motivated to carry on in the same 
manner.
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Fishing reports, catch news, tactics, tips 
and tricks, as well as tackle- and bait news, together 

with fascinating images – all on www.imperial-fishing.eu

Imperial Fishing GmbH • MAX NOLLERT
Imperial Baits / IF Tackle² catch / iBoats
Carp‘R‘Us / Amiaud / Geoff Anderson  
Minn Kota / Lowrance / Led Lenser 

Wallgraben 2 
Gewerbegebiet Mont Royal 
D-56841 Traben-Trarbach 
Tel: +49 6541 818500 (G, EN, FR)
Fax: +49 6541 818502
Email:
info@imperial-fishing.com 
Internet: 
www.imperial-fishing.com 
www.imperial-baits.com
www.imperial-fishing.eu

Bank Germany:
Account holder: Imperial Fishing GmbH
Name of bank: Sparkasse Mittelmosel
Sort code: 58751230
Account Number: 90040775
IBAN: DE64 5875 1230 0090 040775
SWIFT-BIC: MALADE 51 BKS

Delivery costs:
England / Ireland / BeNeLux / France
Austria / Danmark / many more...
On pre-payments we ship up to 50kg 
at a standard rate of just €7.50! 
Goods can be with you 
in 2-3 days!

48-72

Payment and delivery terms


